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UNCLASSIFIED

ABSTRACT - Continued

than being deliberately programmed to do so as was the case in our preceeding
work. Stochastic learning algorithms and fast opto-electronic analog architec-
tures and implementations based on simulated annealing in the context of a
Boltzmann machine formalism are being studied. Work in this area is being
vigorously pursued as it might have far reaching implications in smart sensing
and recognition and artificial intelligence systems. Simulated annealing as
an optimization process has also been found in our work to be very useful in
phased-array antenna pattern synthesis.
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polarization degrees of freedom are combined for efficient imaging of remote
scattering objects. This work has lead to images with unprecedented quality
with near optical resolution employing a unique experimental microwave imaging
facility. At such high resolution, image artifact produced by clutter and
multiple reflections on the target can be detrimental as these and specially
the latter can make the 1w/mmw image depart noticeably in appearance from the
visual image in that ghost detail not corresponding to any physical detail on
the target can emerge. For this purpose we have conducted a study of the effect
of background clutter and multiple reflections on image quality. It was found
that V-4J/mmw images can be separated from "ground" or clutter provided that
adequate range resolution is available., Artefact caused by multiple reflec-
tions is found to be highly dependent on polarization and can be minimized
through proper choice of polarization of the transmitting and receiving antenna
i.e., by polarization discrimination.

Resolution in Vw/mmw diversity imaging is propositional, among other things, to
the width of the spectral window over which data is acquired. Very wide spec-
tral windows can in principle yield images of remote targets e.g., aerospace
targets with better than optical resolution. The use of such extended spectral
range is not possible in practice because of equipment limitation, frequency
band allocation, and atmospheric propagation. It is possible however to con-
duct measurements over separate segments of an extended spectral range. For
this reason a new iterative algorithm for extrapolation of data available in
multiple segmented regions covering an extended spectral range has been
developed. For objects with discrete scattering centers the algorithm is shown
to furnish images with quality equal to the image obtained had the data been
collected continuously over the entire extended spectral range. This result
has obvious practical implications in that hardware complexity is traded by
cheaper and more readily available computational expenditure. At the same
time limitations imposed by frequency allocation and atmospheric effects are
cleverly bypassed.

The second approach to Um/mmw target identification is based on machine
recognition where no explicit image formation takes place. This approach
developed more recently in our research as a result of research in neural net
models and their analogs as a new robust, high-speed, and fault tolerant
approach to signal processing. A research effort in radar target recognition
from partial information based on neural net models and their opto-electronic
implementation has been initiated. Sinogram representations of targets of
interest are considered as learning sets. The basic assumption here is that
sinogram representations and other kinds of signatures. e.g. polarization maps,
of scale models of targets of interest can be generated cost-effectively in our
anechoic chamber facility to serve as learning sets for a neural processor that
can be subsequently used in the recognition of the actual radar targets from few
echoes collected by broad-band tracking systems. Careful attention is being
given to scaling questions and to the principle of electromagnetic similitude
in order to make the "laboratory" generated representations as realistic as
possible and therefore useful in the recognition of echoes obtained by any
broad-band radar installation. Preliminary results show that a neural net pro-
cessor is capable of distinguishing between models of three aero-space objects
from a few looks on each corresponding to 10 to 20 percent of their correspond-
ing sinogram representations. The neural net processor in this work performed
the function of information storage, processing, and labeling of the target
recognized simultaneously. Current work is considering the question of self-
organization and learning in neural nets as a means for the net to generate its
own representations of the items it is supposed to become familiar with rather
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STRATEGIES FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION 3-D MILLIMETER WAVE IMAGING

1. INTRODUCTION

The ultimate aim of active microwave (Piw) and millimeter wave (mmw)

imaging systems is recognition and identification of the scattering body or

scene under illumination. Examples are found in target identification and

classification by ISAR (inverse synthetic aperture radar) and scene analysis

in SAR (synthetic aperture radar). Our research under this grant followed two

approaches to the problem of target imaging and identification. One is the

more traditional approach of producing images intended for recognition by a

human observer. Here we are concerned with cost-effective methodologies for

imparting to the images formed the possible highest-resolution in order to

provide them with near optical quality that makes them easy to recognize or

analyze by a human observer. Therefore Viw/mmw image, acquisition, formation,

understanding, and interpretation are of primary concern. The second

approach, which emerged later in the course of our research, is less

traditional involving automated machine recognition. Here we are concerned

with issues of correct recognition from partial or sketchy information and

Systems that can do this in a robust and fault tolerant manner. In this

approach the role of the eye-brain system in recognizing an image is mimicked

by the machine making the recognition process "brain-like" in nature. The

approach is based on neural net models and their opto-electronic analogs which

exploits the fit between what optics can offer (parallelism and massive

interconnectivity) and what neural net models can offer (new approach to

signal processing that is nonlinear and and collective and therefore fast,

robust, and fault tolerant). The two approaches are coupled in that automated



machine recognition with artificial neural networks relies on the generation

of target or object representations or feature spaces that can lead to

"distortion tolerant" recognition i.e., recognition irrespective of target

range, orientation, or location within the field of view traditionally

referred to as scale, rotation, and shift invariant recognition. The

generation of such representations usually involves the same gear employed in

traditional uw/mmw diversity imaging where spectral, angular, and polarization

degrees of freedom are combined to realize images of the scattering targets

with near optical resolution. In fact the presentations or feature spaces

often contain exactly the same information contained in a pw/mmw image of the

target except it is arranged in a slightly different format that is more

amenable for use in automated recognition schemes. This dual approach has

lead to the emergence of a new concept of achieving ultimate resolution

through correct recognition of the target by a machine. In other words

correct recognition of the target by a machine can be interpreted as

equivalent to realizing a very high resolution image with detail sufficient

for reliable recognition and even discrimination between closely similar

targets by the eye-brain system. Our research findings, presented next, fall

within one or the other of these two approaches.

2. IMPORTANT RESEARCH FINDINGS

One facet of our research during the period of this final report has

focused on investigating methods that enable the formation of the highest

resolution microwave and millimeter wave images of scattering bodies cost-

effectively. At such high resolutions, the effect of multiple scattering in

images of complex shaped scattering objects become particularly important as

an image degrading mechanism or as an effect whose proper understanding and

-2-



interpretation can convey additional information about the object. The effect

of multiple scattering is to impose on the microwave image artefact or detail

that makes it depart from the visually expected "optical" image making it, in

some instances, less readily recognized or interpreted by the human observer.

For this reason, a systemtic theoretical and experimental study of multiple

scattering effects in the imaging of simple bodies e.g., consisting of two

conducting or dielectric cylinders and the role played by polarization in such

effects was conducted (See Appendix I for details). This study of multiple

scattering effects between cylinders explained well the artefacts observed in

earlier imaging experiments of such objects and their dependence on

polarization of the illuminating and receiving antennas. The advantage of

using circularly polarized illumination and cross-polarized illuminating and

receiving antennas to suppress such artefacts is demonstrated. This work also

illustrates dramatically the power of microwave diversity imaging techniques

as a tool in the study and undertanding of electromagnetic scattering.

Another task studied during the period of this report is evaluation of

the capabilities of microave diversity imaging in the formation of

recognizable images in the presence of severe background clutter. This

problem is important for certin modalities of radar imaging such as close-

Cange millimeter wave imaging of ground vehicles, space-borne imaging of low-

flying aircraft employing a "spot-light" imaging mode, and imaging of internal

structure of penetrable dielectric bodies in the resence of strong surface

reflections. Details and results of this study are given in Appendix II.

There, a projection image of the -'sible scattering centers of a test object,

a 72:1 metalized scale model of the space shutle, was obtained employing a

spectral window of 11 GHz (6.1-17.5 GHz) and an angular window of 90° . The

shuttle model was imaged when situated 40 cm above corrugated aliminJun ground

-3-
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planes of different roughness to simulate ground clutter from different

terrain. Excellent polarization enhanced images of the target shape, clearly

delineated above the image of the ground plane were obtained. These compare

very well with flood-lit side-view photographs of the configuration showing

the silhouette of the object. The results clearly demostrate the advantages

of using extended spectral and angular windows in this mode of imaging.

Research at the Electro-Optics and Microwave-Optics Laboratory has led

over the past decade to the inception and development of microwave diversity

imaging where angular spectral, and polarization degrees of freedom are

combined to form the highest resolution images of complex shaped objects

reported to date anywhere. An example is seen in the near-optical resolution

image shown in Fig. 1. This is a projection i.nage of the visible scattering

centers on a B-52 test object. Qopolirized and cro--polirized data sets,

each consisting of 128 azimuthal looks at the target extending from head-on to

broad-side and at an elevation angle of 30 with each look containing 128

complex frequency points covering a (6-17) GHz spectral window were utilized

Fig. 1. Examples of Microwave diversity projection image of 100:1 scale model
of a B-52. Horizontal streaks are artefacts of the back-projection
image reconstruction algorithm utilized.



in obtaining the example shown. Also a novel target derived reference

technique for correcting the data for undesirable range-phase (or range-phase

time-rate (Doppler) when the target is moving) together with an image

symmetrizationi method were conceived and painstakingly developed and perfected

before the image quality shown could be obtained.

The image of Fig. 1 clearly shows the double-barreled nature of the

engines on the B-52. The image was obtained with a new upgraded measurement

system described in detail in Appendix III employing a spectral window of (6-

17) 0Hz. This spectral range was chosen to enable comparison with earlier

results. The improved accuracy and wider dynamic range of the upgraded system

are seen to bring out detail that could not be observed in earlier images (see

Fig. 2) obtained employing the original measurement system and the same

spectral window. Comparison of the images in Figs. 1 and 2 shows quickly that

the back edges of the wings and the tail are now clearly visible primarily due

to the wider dynamic range of the measurement system and the laser printer

Fig. 2. Microwave diversity projection images of 100:1 scale model of a B-52
obtained with the original measurement system. 'infiltered image
(left), filtered image (right).

used to record the image of Fig. 1



Application of the concepts and methodologies developed and demonstrated

in this research in practice would entail: either (a) the use of large, albeit

highly thinned (sparse), recording imaging apertures to furnish the angular

diversity needed or (b) the use of a single radar system that can track and

interrogate a moving target from different aspect angles in time as the target

changes its orientation relative to the radar system line of sight while it

moves to furnish the required angular diversity in an inverse synthetic

aperture radar (ISAR) or spot-light imaging mode. The first approach is

prohibitively costly specially when the target is remote and the angular

aperture needed to achieve useful resolution is large. The second approach is

non-real-time as it requires observing the target over a period of time, that

may not be acceptable in many applications, in order to synthesize an adequate

angular apertures over a limited observation time and therefore one is faced

with the problem of image formation and signal recovery from limited and often

sketchy information, i.e., one is faced with the classicl problem of super-

resolution which has evaded general solution until now. In other words, the

problem is to recognize the target from a few looks.

More recently in our research progress towards a solution to this problem

employing collective robust and fault tolerant processing based on models of

neural network has been achieved. Among its many fascinating capabilities

such as robustness and fault tolerance, the brain is also able to recognize

objects from partial information. We can recognize a artially obscured or

shadowed face of an acquaintance or a multilated photigraph of someone we know

with little difficulty. The brain has a knack for suplementing missing

information. Capitalizing on this feature and on our knowledge of neural

models and their collective computational properties, (see 6 and 7 of list of

publications) a study of "neural processing" for recognizing objects from



partial information has been initiated. An example of the capabilities of

this new and intriguing approach in automated recognition and labeling of

radar targets from partial information is given in Fig. 3. Details of this

preliminary work is given in Appendix IV.

Object recognition employing hetero-associative memory based on models of

neural networks may obviate the need for expensive or non rel-time image

formation in the field. Images of scale models of objects of interest and

their slnogram representations are produced indoors in our microwave imaging

facility at a fraction of the cost of an actual radar system operating to form

images of actual targets intended for recognition by the eye-brain system.

(See Appendix IV). The sinogram representations which can be viewed also as

signatures or feature-spaces of targets of interest are taught to a hetero-

associative memory by associating them with identifying letter labels. When

such a hetero-associative memory is presented with partial sinogram

information, that can be as low as 10% of the full sinogram, the memory will

supplement the missing information and produce the correct label. This

ability of supplementing missing information is synonymous with "super

resolution". It is akin to our ability for example to recognize a photograph

of someone we know even when part of it is missing or tc understand a sentence

in a handwritten letter even when some of the words are not legible. Partial

sinogram information can be produced much more rapidly, easily, and

economically in the field by actual radar systems than producing full

sinogram or image. Thus a few looks at the target from slightly different

aspects may be sufficient for recognition. The real challenge is to recognize

-7.--
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the target from one look i.e., from one broadband radar echo and for non-

aerospace targets in the presence of clutter. The achievement of this aim

employing artificial neural processors is a major objective of our future

research. It is important to note that, unlike a conventional memory in a

computer, the hetero-associative memory here performs the functions of

storage, processing, and recognition simultaneously. As such it is more

correct to regard it as a "neural processor". A primary objective of our

future research in this area is the generation of realistic target

representation employing scale models in an anechoic chamber environment.

Careful consideration of scaling issues and of the principle of

electromagnetic similitude are called for in order to be able to generate

from scale models feature spaces (e.g., sinogram representations) that

resemble those obtained had the real object been interrogated by a realistic

broad-band radar system.

Resolution in pw/mmw diversity imaging depends among other things on the

width of the available spectral window. Extended spectral windows covering

the pw and portions of the mmw range can lead to resolution on remote targets

(e.g., aerospace targets) exceeding those of optical systems which are more

Osusceptible to atmospheric effects than pw/mmw imaging systems. Hardware and

frequency band allocation limit however data acquisition in practice to non-

overlapping bands that can cover a wide spectral range. The question then is

how to employ information collected in such multiple restricted frequency

bands to retrieve an image of the target equivalent or approaching that

obtained had the entire spectral range been available by extrapolation into

the missing bands.

,
J.D. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory, McGraw Hill, New York '19 4 1), pp. 488-
490.
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A new iterative method for extrapolation of incomplete segmented

data available in multiple separated bands has therefore been proposed and

tested. The method uses the Burg algorithm to find the linear prediction

parameters arnd an iterative procedure to improve the estimation of the linear

prediction parameters and the extrapolation of the data. This method is

especially effective when the spectra (Fourier transform of the observed data)

are in discrete forms. In the context of radar imaging represented here, this

means the objects consist of discrete or distinctly spaced scattering centers.

The advantage of this algorithm were demonstrated using both numerically

generated and realistic experimental data pertaining to high resolution radar

imaging. Detail of this work is given in Appendix IV.

Our research during this period examined also several approaches to the

problem of accessing the 3-D Fourier space of a scattering body undergoing

irrotational motion. The criterion for selecting the best approach were

speed, accuracy and economy. The method chosen, shown in Fig. 14, exploits

recent advances in the state-of-the-art of Microwave insrumentation to enable

the study of innovative and efficient approaches to data acquisition that were

generally thought not to be feasible a short time ago. The scheme utilizeF

Or two capabilities of current microwave instrumentation. High speed computer

controlled frequency synthesis and high-speed frequency measurement. These

capabilities are combined in the arrangement shown to realize rapid

determination of the doppler shift F D in the signial scattered from the moving

scatterer (target) which can then be compensated for in the phase and

amplitude measurement of the scattered field carried out by the coherent

receiver (hp 8410B Network Analyzer) whose intermediate local oscillator is

effectively made to equal F RF ' F D by using an externally synthesized signal
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at frequency FIF + FD for the reference IF channel of the network analyzer.

This eliminates the effect of Doppler shift on the phase measurement and

provides data very much similar to that generated had the target been

stationary and it merely changes its aspect relative to the line of sight of

the interrogating radar system. Note the low frequency synthesizer source of

the Fif + FD signal, the hp 3325A synthesizer, is phase-locked to the RF

source of illumination of the target. This synthesized source has been

carefully chosen because its high frequency resolution which enables setting

the doppler shift of the IF reference precisely to the measured value of FD '

This frequency resolution is necessary because any discrepancy between the

intermediate frequency (IF) reference signal and the down converted IF version

of the target echo signal in the network analyzer results in an undesirable

time varying phase error. In this arrangement the complex frequency response

of the moving scatterer is measured rapidly in discrete froquency steps

following the determination of the doppler shift and the setting of the low

frequency intermediate frequency reference synthesizer to (FIF + FD). If we

assume that 100 frequency stepped measurements per second, as limited by the

bandwidth of the phase/amplitude measuring segment of the network analyzer,

can be performed, then the Doppler shift during this interval is expected to

change negligibly for most practical targets inc'uding aerospace targets.

Therefore the Doppler measurement and doppler compensation operations need not

be performed frequently by the system but only occasionally or at most once at

the beginning of each digital frequency sweep.

All the instrumentation to verify this scheme is now available in our

laboratory with the exception of the hp 3325A low frequency synthesizer. In

the next phase of this research we plan to either pur haoe or lease this

-12-



instrument in order to carry out this experiment either with an actual moving

target as depicted in Fig. 4 or by means of a more attractive and less costly

(no movement of any scatterers are needed) signal simulation method in which

the backscatter from a stationary target can be effectively doppler shifted by

using two phase-locked fast switching synthesizers one for illuminating the

stationary target with a signal FRF " FD and one for furnishing an RF

reference of frequency FRF to the coherent receiver (network analyzer). Since

in this case the synthesized Doppler shift and hence the equivalent target

velocity is under our control the time scale of the measurement can be

increased. In that case we plan to use an available (.05-26.5) GHz microwave

synthesizer of conventional speed to furnish the RF reference frequency. The

effective doppler shift in the stationary object illumination can be

programmed liring reqiency st,?pping 'o simul te any object motion law.

Furthermore computer controlled versatile phase and frequency modulations

capabilities of the Eaton synthesizer, used to produce the target

illumination, will also enable the simulation and study of the effect of

doppler broadening in the target echo as a result of vibrations and slight

relative periodic and nonperiodic motion amongst the different parts of a

complex shaped rigid but flexing target such as an aircraft for example whose

linear motion is distorted by wind buffeting and mechanical resonances. This

signal simulation scheme may provide a cost-effective means for the study of

microwave diversity imaging and identification of moving target since

stationary scale models of the actual target can be used instead of actual

targets in flight reducing the incurred cost and facilitating significantly

the execution of the study. For this reason work on removing the effect of

phase ambiguity when two or more oscillators are repeatedly phase locked after

altering their frequency is in progress.

-1 -



In one of the preceeding research tasks, the smart serging capabilities

of our pw/mmw diversity imaging approach were exploited to generate target

representations (sinogram representations or feature spaces) which were used

in turn to compute the synaptic connectivity matrix of the neural net

processor. This operation is equivalent to deliberate programming of the

neural net processor to perform certain pattern recognition task. One of the

most intriquing and potentially useful properties of neural nets is that of

self-organization and learning where the net can form its own internal

representations of the associations it is presented with by internally

altering the weights of interconnections between its neurons in accordance to

some learning aigorithm. We have initiated a study of selft-organization and

learning particularly in opto-electronic analogs of neural nets where synaptic

modification is assumed to be realizable by means of programmable spatial

light modulators (SLMS). Stochastic learning through a simulated annealing

process in the context of a Boltzmann machine is considered. An architecture

for partitioning the "neurons" in an opto-electronic analog of a neural net

into groups or layers to enable stochastic self-organization and learning has

been arrived at and is described in some detail in Appendix VI. We envision

this work will lead to neural net processors that learn by example. Such

processors can be very useful in many applications of interest to the Army

Research Office. It is our belief that self-organization and learning is one

of the most intriguing properties of neural net prccessing. It is one of

their attributes that sets them apart from other approaches to signal

processing. It can play an important role in the development of smart

sensing, artificial intelligence, and high-speed knowledge processing systems.

Simulated annealing is known to be an effective tool in the solution of

combinatorial optimization problems where an "energy" or "cost" function is to

-14-



be minimized as a means of finding a solution. It has been applied in the

solution of a wide range of combinatorial optimization problems. We have

found recently that it can also be an effective tool in phased array antenna

design where simulated annealing is applied to determine the binary (+1,-i)

weights of the phase array elements that yield an optimal radiation pattern as

far as beamwidth and side-lobe level are concerned. Detail of this work is

given in Appendix V.
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APPENDIX I

POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN MICROWAVE DIVERSITY IMAGING

OF PERFECTLY CONDUCTING CYLINDERS

Tah-Hsiung Chu Nabil H. Farhat

RCA David Sarnoff Research University of Pennsylvania

Center The Moore School of Electrical
Rm 3-231, P.O. Box 432 Engineering
Princeton, NJ 08540 200 S. 33rd Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104

ABSTRACT

A theoretical vector development of the directly and mutually

scattered wavefield of two cylinders in a bistatic measuring system is

presented. The two scattered fields are shown to be polarization depen-

dent, the images reconstructed from the directly or mutually scattered far

field of each polarization include different features of the scattering ob-

ject. An automated microwave imaging system employing frequency, polari-

zation, and angular diversity is utilized to verify the theoretical results.

Analytical and experimental results are shown to be in good agreement. The

polarization effects of multiscatterers are also discussed. The results

presented illustrate the utility of imaging methods in the study of electro-

magnetic scattering problems and in image understanding in general.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of polarization diversity over an extremely broad spectrum

in coherent scattering measurements as a means of acquiring more informa-

tion about the scattering object has been the subject of extensive study

at the Electro-Optics and Microwave-Optics Laboratory at the University of

Pennsylvania [1-4]. An excellent- review of the role of polarization in

conveying useful information about the scatterer's characteristics is

found in (51, and a discussion of the polarization effects and symmetry

is given in (6]1. In this paper the results of a detailed

examination of polarization effects associated with the far field scat-

tered from two conducting cylinders is presented. The influence of polari-

zation on microwave images of the cylinders and on the occurrence of

image artefact is determined analytically and verified experimentally.

A theoretical vector development of the far field scattered by per-

fectly conducting cylinders in a bistatic measuring system is derived in

Section II. The approach is first to derive an expression for the field

scattered from a single cylinder illuminated by a right-hand circularly

polarized (RHCP) plane wave. This expression is then extended in Section

III to the case of the directly scattered (or first order) field of two

cylinders. The mutually scattered (or second order) field from two cylin-

ders is then formulated in terms of a coherent summation of the scattered

field from each cylinder due to the incident wave scattered from the other

cylinder. Theoretically, one should proceed in this fashion to calculate

the n-th order scattered field. However those higher order scattering

terms are found to become negligibly small when the spacing between the two
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cylinders is large compared to their radius and to the illuminating

wavelength. Therefore in order to simplify computational tasks~only the

second order scattered field is analytically derived in this paper. This

is called the mutually scattered field. The total wavefield scattered by

two cylinders becomes the coherent superposition of the directly scattered

component and the mutually scattered component for each polarization. In

Section IV, the use of an automated microwave imaging facility employing

frequency, polarization and angular diversity to verify the results of

theoretical analysis is described. The analytical and experimental results

are shown to be in good agreement. The results show that depolariza-

tion effects in the mutually scattered field component are more pronounced

than in the directly scattered component. Depolarization is taken to be

the term describing the change of the polarization of an electromagnetic

wave from one state to another brought about by the scattering process.

The notation used in describing the state of polarization in this

paper is given next. Referring to Fig. 1., consider a plane containing the

z-axis perpendicular to the plane of the paper and the incident wave

vector k.. The quantities E and El are orthogonal components of a
I Z

linearly polarized incident plane wave lying respectively parallel and

perpendicular to this plane. When right-hand and left-hand circularly

polarized fields E i(RHCP) and E (LHCP) are used they can be related to
R L

E and E 1by (71,
z

Similarly, we can express the right-hand E s and left-hand E9circularly
R L
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polarized components of the scattered field in terms of the scattered

fields Es and Es asz

V2

T

-s 1Lo 1LEs

L
(2)

v 2 1 -j _Es

z-

wher thaddiionl marix 1 ]accounts for the coordinate system

changing "polarization handedness" upon reflection from the scatterer.

Furthermore, because of the change in "handedness", E s and E will be
L R

called the co-polarized and cross-polarized (or depolarized) components

of the scattered wavefield when the incident wave is RHCP namely Ei.

II. POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN SCATTERING FROM A SINGLE INFINITELY LONG
CYLINDER

A. Formulation

Consider an infinitely long cylinder of radius a illuminated by a
i

RHCP plane wave E as depicted in Fig. 1. The cylinder axis is in the z-
R

direction. From eq. (1) the incident electric field can be expressed as

E R=- (E -jE z ) (3)

where from (7,8],
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-jkR cos( - )
E = E e (4)

z 0

and

E -- (17nH zZ)' j , z

with

-jkR cos(b -4)Hi s er i 6
H -H e (6)z 0

are the parallel and perpendicular polarized components of the incident

wave, E 0- n H ,n being the intrinsic impedance of free space, ; and D0 000 1 r

are the angles between the x-axis and the directions of incidence and

observation, and 0r a r-i in a bistatic measurement system

Equations (4) and (5) can be expressed in a Fourier-Bessel series as

[7, s1,

Ei  E (.j)n j k~ ]n(O r-Ti) z

E E C-) J(kR) r
z 0 n

jn( rp )
Hz - H 0 (_j) nrR)e 1 (8)

n- m

where J (x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n, and E
n 0

and H are the electric and magnetic field amplitudes of the incident0

plane wave.

The scattered wavefield components E and E determined from thez

boundary conditions,

C-jE i +E) =0 (9)z

Rusa
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and

(E + E~ s7X(H + H )z] =o (10)
p R~ )WE Z z R

where R designates radial distance (see Fig. 1), are given by,

s (ka) (2) jn( r -iE z jE 0Eo (-j)n (2) H (kR) e (11)
n H (ka)

n

and

J' (ka) 3nr n
Es E (_j)n, (2 H <2n (kR) e (12)

n H' (ka)
n

where the suations over n here and in subsequent equations is understood

to range from -m to , H (x) is the Hankel function of the second kind,
n

(2)
and H' (x) is its derivative with respect to the argument x.

n

If kR>>l, i.e., under the far field approximation, the bistatic scat-

tered field (0i # 0, and r0 becomes

5 , 2R n J (ka) en(r-2
E - jE (  (ka1- e (1 3 )

n H' (ka)

n

J' (ka) jn (Tr-20.
E: - F jk Eo - e (14)

TrkR n H' (2) (ka)
n

Using the transform relationship given in eq. (2), the scattered fields

expressed in terms of circular polarization are



Is

E R (E' jEs )

" n J(ka)n J (ka) )jn(7-20 )
e-kR (- n e (15)

n H' (ka) H (ka)
n n

and

ELL (E' -jES)
L z

S ' E J' n(ka) J (ka) jn( r-2(.)1
= 'k o * (2) -" (2) )e(16)

0 H' (ka) H (ka)
n n

Equations (15) and (16) indicate that the far field scattered from a

cylinder illuminated by a RHCP plane wave is elliptically polarized in the

bistatic case and also in the monostatic scattering case (i=O and :).=7) be-

cause Es and E in eqs. (13) and (14) differ in magnitude and are not inz
phase. The observed scattered far field, measured for example by a

coherent receiver, can be separated into two parts: one containing the

range term exp(-jkR)/vR appearing outside the summation terms which accounts

foz the propagation time delay or phase shift from the coordinate origin

to the receiver; and the summation terms which can be viewed as the equi-

valent to the "Bojarski identity" [9,10] which strictly speaking conveys

information about the object in the high frequency limit (ka>>l).

It was shown by Bojarski and Lewis assuming physical optics and Born

approximations hold and neglecting polarization effects, that a Fourier

transform relationship exists between the shape of a perfectly conducting

object and its range-corrected backscattered far field frequency response.

In the next section, numerical examples are given to examine and elucidate
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the Fourier inversion reconstruction for each of the circularly polarized

fields given in eqs. (15) and (16) in the microwave regime. Note that in

arriving at the results in eqs. (15) and (16) the physical optics approxi-

mation was not involved and hence they hold for any value of the wavenumber k.

B. Numerical Results

The range-corrected scattered far field component E5 and ES were cal-
L R

culated from the summation terms in eqs. (15) and (16) using 33 terms for

n ranging from -16 to 16 for the frequency range (6-17) 3Hz for a cylinder

of radius 3.8 cm and a bistatic angle of 0.=6*. The results are shown in

Fig. 2(a) and (b). The spectral range (6-17) GHz is chosen to coincide with

the measurement capabilities of the system utilized in the experimental portion

of the study. The depolarized component E of the scattered field is shown
R

to be about 25dB lower than the co-polarized component Es and is seen to
L

decrease as the frequency approaches the optical regime (11].

One-dimensional Fourier inversion of the range-corrected E component
L

with respect to k gives the range profile of the illuminated cylinder

shown in Fig. 2(c). The peak in the profile corresponds to specular reflec-

tion from the front surface of the cylinder. The range profile reconstruc-

ted from the range-corrected depolarized component Es shown in the same

figure is seen, however, to contain two peaks. The first peak is caused

also by specular reflection from the front surface of the cylinder, while

the second peak which is about 20dB weaker is due to the effect of creeping

wave associated with the surface wave propagating around the cylinder [7].

The contribution from the creeping wave is known also to decrease as the

cylinder radius increases.
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Since the range resolution is inversely proportional to the spectral

range of the illuminating signal, the ability to pinpoint the reflection

location on the scattering cylinder is greatly enhanced by gathering data

over a broad frequency range. A long cylinder can therefore be used as a

calibration object for characterizing broadband microwave scattering system

used in frequency and polarization diversity measurement [4]. In Section

IV, the scattered field E and E from two cylinders will be measured in
R L

an anechoic chamber using a single cylinder as the calibration object for

system characterization.

III, POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN SCATTERING FROM TWO INFINITELY LONG CYLINDERS

A. Formulation of Direct Scattering

The directly scattered wavefield from two conducting infinitely long

parallel cylinders illuminated by a RHCP plane wave as shown in Fig. 3 can

be obtained by superposition using eqs. (11) and (12). This leads to a

summing of eqs. (11) and (12) with each multiplied by a phase term due to

the offset distance b from the coordinate origin to each cylinder. The

resultant field expressions referring to the quantities shown in Fig. 3

IEs . Es + IEs

Z + z -z

J (ka) (2 n( +-0i) -jkb cos(e -

- o j E ( j n ( 2 ) [ H ( 2 )  ( kR) e e - +

n H (ka)
n

1n -i k co(_- 1

+ H( 2  (kR )e - e ] } (17)
n

and
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is E s isE = +E -4 *E

J '(ka) (2) jn(0- ) -jkb cos(e - )
- -j E {(_j)n n [H (kR)e e

o n (2) n +
H' (ka)

n

+ H, (2) (kR)e(- jkb cos( }O (18)
n

where the superscript 1 is used here to designate the direct scattering,

as the superscript 2 will be used later to designate the doubly scattered

field or mutual scattering case. The subscripts + and - are used to dis-

tinguish the two cylinders and e_+ is the angle between the line connect-

ing the centers of the two cylinders and the x-axis.

In the far field approximation, kR:'>1, we can use the following approxi-

mations

R+ - R + b cos(@ _+0)i

R_ - R- b cos(_ +4- i  (19)

and

(20)

- l

Therefore, after normalizing the range term exp(-jkR:/va, eqs. (17) and

(18) become

sn 
(k jn (2-2- i

E = j 2E o cos(2kb cos6 cosOi ) E e (21)
Z -+~.n (ka)

n
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n V
J ( k a ) 

i
n ( - 2

0:
E= - 2E (2kb e (22)

-+k i (2)E n H' (ka)
n

or

E = 2 cos(2kb cose cosOi)E (23)
R -+2 R

E S , 2 cos(2kb cos8 cosO )E (24)
L i L

where E and EL are the expressions for the scattered fields from oneR L

cylinder as given by eqs. (15) and (16) excluding the range terms. Eqs.

(23) and (24) are equal to eqs. (15) and (16) (excluding the range term)

multiplied by a sum of two linear phase terms contributed from the pro-

jected distances _b cose_+ coso i from each cylinder to the coordinate

origin.

B. Numerical Results

Figure 4 shows the range profiles derived from the LHCP and the RHCP

components of the directly scattered field for the case of 9 = 0* and

a=3.8cm, b-13.7cm. These are near replicas of single cylinder profiles

displaced by distance +b cosO .

By measuring the backscattered field components for different closely

spaced values of a_, correcting them for the range factor exp(-jkR)/vR,

and presenting them in polar format in which the polar angle is e and

radial distance represents frequency, we can obtain a slice in the Fourier

space of the object (3,4]. Fourier inversion of the slice data after

interpolation onto a rectangular format using a four nearest neighbor

interpolation algorithm [12] yields in accordance to the projection-slice
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theorem [131 a projection image representing the projection of the scat-

tering centers of the object on a plane parallel to the plane of the

Fourier space slice.

Figure 5(a) and (b) shows Fourier plane slices obtained from the IEs
L

is
and E components presented in a polar format consisting of 256 radial

lines equally spaced over 3600, with each line containing 64 equally

spaced frequency points covering (6-17) GHz range, Considering that the

radial (frequency) and angular (aspect) sampling criterion needed to avoid

aliasing are respectively 6f - c/4b and Se _ Xmin/2b [4], the acquired data

in the above polar format is somewhat oversampled. The reconstructed images

for each circularly polarized component as obtained via a two-dimensional

Fourier transformation, are given in Fig. 6. Several observations can be

1 smade based on the images shown. First, the EL component gives two dis-

tinct circles representing the external cross-sectional ou.-ine imaqes cf

the two cylinders. The radii and spacings of the cylinders in the two images

correspond quite closely to the values a and b of the object. This result

agrees with the physical optics diffraction theory given by Bojarski and Lewis

in the context of their inverse scattering theory [9,10]. However the 1 s
R

component, ignored in the scalarized physical optics approximation, also gives

two faint circles which are contributed from the weak depolarization and

creeping wave effects. In the next section, we will analyze the mutual

scattering between two cylinders in each polarization state.

C. Formulation of Mutual Scattering

First we consider the case when the "-" cylinder is illuminated by

the directly scattered wave from "+" cylinder to obtain the contribution
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of the "-" cylinder to the second order mutually scattered wavefield. The

contribution of the "+" cylinder to the mutually scattered wave by re-scat-

tering the directly scattered wave frQm "-" cylinder can be obtained by

interchanging the "+" and "-" subscripts in the resulting expressions.

The scattered wave from the "+" cylinder incident on the "-" cylinder

is rewritten from the first terms in eqs. (17), (18) and (5) as

2i 31 s~ 1 (2) jno+
E = +E + A H (kR) e (25)- Z + z + iin n

n

2 i 1 s l (2)+H - Hs B H (kR+) e (26)
-z + z + n n +

n

where

A  j (_j)n J n (ka) -jkb co (e_+-4 ) -jn&(
n 0 n H (n ) (27)

J'(ka) -jkb cos(6_-0 )  -3n

SB o(2) e e (28)

H (ka)
n

where R in accordance to Fig. 3 is now the distance between the center of+

the "+" cylinder and an observation point on the surface of the second

cylinder. The second order mutually scattered wavefield from the "-"

cylinder can then be expressed in terms of the cylindrical wave function

[7,81 as

2E- 2A H (2) (kR) e (29)-Z n n -
n

and

2HH ' 2B H (2) (kR) (30)

n
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where the scattering coefficients 2A and 2B are determined from the
-n -n

boundary conditions

2 Ei +2Es
z z

R =a

1 2 mP 2A  (2) jno_
+A mH 

2 (kR)e + H n (kR)e - 0 (31)
!m n R_-a

and

2 i+ 2 s I

-4-1 [Vx 1 (2)(kR)e
JL + m M +

2 (2) jnp
+E 2Bn H(2n (kRn)e =)z] (01a 0 (32)

n _ a

and in using eqs. (25) and (26) to write eqs. (31) and (32) we have changed

the sliation variable from n to m.

In order to impose the boundary conditions at R -a, the term H( 2 ) (kR
m +

must be expressed in terms of the cylindrical wave referred to the coordi-

nate of the "-" cylinder. Using the additional theorem [14], which is

valid for 2b>a, we can obtain

H (2) (kR+)e = H( 2 ) (2kb)J (kR )e -j(n-)e (33)
m + n-m n -n

Substituting eq. (33) into eqs. (31) and (32) and equating the coefficients

of exp (-jn_) to zero, the mutual scattering coefficients,
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J (ka) ()-j (n-m) @2 A  = n (k E 1 A H ( 2 )  (2 k) e -i( - )(34)

- n (2) (ka) m n-m

n

and

J' (ka) 2)-j (n-m)e@
2 B V n 1B H (2 ) (2kb) e (35)
- n (2) E + m n-m

n (ka) m

are found where A and B are given in eqs. (27) and (28). Note eq,
+2+

(34) which is the scattering coefficient of the 2E component is the same- z

as that derived by Twersky [15] for the second order scalar scattering

coefficient of two cylinders. The other scattering coefficient 2B in
- n

2 s
eq. (35) belongs to the _E component of the mutually scattered field

from "-" cylinder and reflects for the vector formulation developed here.

Therefore

2s -jkb cos(8 +- i) E J (ka) jn

-z o n (2) n (_ nH (ka)
n

J (_ka) m (2)
2 () JD ) e H (2kb) e (36)

m (ka) n-m
m

and

J'-jkb cos(e-.0 J(ka) jn(p
2 H =He + E n1£ H (2 ) (kR) e- z o (2) n -

n H' (ka)
n

J' (ka) -Jmoi -r n-m)@

E (-j) m e H(2 ) (2kb)e
(2) n-m (37)mn H' (ka) nr

m
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As kR>>l, the range-corrected scattered far field from the "-" cylinder

due to the incoming wave from the "+" cylinder for each linear polariza-

tion will be,

22 -j2kbsinO sine_+ J (ka)J (ka)

_E si E_ 2 _- ) (2) (2) _
n m H (ka)H (ka)n m

e -j (n+m)Oi H(2) -j(n-m)@_+eH (2kb) e (38)
n-m

and

2 s 2-(Vx H z)
-E jWC0 - Z

-j2kbsinO i sin6 o E E J'(ka)J (ka)
= E (_j) n+m n m

i - n m H' (ka)H' (ka)

i. (2)2-
n m

e H (2 ) (2kb) e (39)
n-rn

By interchanging the subscripts "+" and "-" in eqs. (38) and (39), we can

obtain the mutually scattered far fields 2E and 2Es from "+" cylinder

due to the incoming wave or directly scattered from the "-" cylinder.

The mutually scattered field from two cylinders for each linear polariza-

tion is the sumation of these tw terms i.e.,
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S2Es 2ES 2ES

2E s= E s+ 2Es
z -z + z

a o n+m J n(ka)J (ka) -j(n+m) i-9 (n-m)e_+

n m H 2 (ka)H (2 (ka)

n m

I 2 cos(2kb sin.i sine +) ---- n+m even
H(2 ) (2kb) 2.(40)

I j2 sin(2kb sini sin+ ) n+m odd

and

2 s 2 s 2 sE¢ E¢ + +E

SJ'(ka)J'(ka) -j(n+m) j (n-m)_

/7 Eo (_j) n~m n m e -
T "*k 0)~ (2) (2) e

n m H' (ka)H' (ka)n m

2 cos(2kb sinoi sine +) .... n+m even
H (2 ) (2kb) ~ .(41)

n-j2 sin(2kb sine. sine .) ---- n+m odd

From which the circular polarization expression,
2s

=( E + j2 )/lr (42)

and

2 Es 2 Es 2 E s)/VT(3
EL = CE -j (43)
L

can be obtained. Also here, because of the unequal magnitude and phase angle

of the RHCP and LHCP scattered components in the above equations, the mutually

scattered far field 2E from two conducting cylinders illuminated with

RHCP plane wave is elliptically polarized.
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It is interesting to note that eqs. (38) and (39) have leading phase

terms exp(j2kbsinOi sine+) . This implies that contributions to the image

reconstructed from 2E S (or 2ES) will have an additional displacement bsinoi

(or -bsini) in the y-direction. The resulting image detail can be useful

therefore in some applications for determining the bistatic scattering angle,

if it is not known, from the received scattered far field of a two-cylinder object.

It can be seen that the second order scattering coefficients consist

of sums of products of two scattering coefficients of the single cylinder

and terms depending on the distance between the two cylinders. This mutually

scattered far field expression can be then physically interpreted as

arising from two scattering processes as the incident plane wave is doubly

scattered by one cylinder onto the other and back. The second order scat-

tering coefficient will approach zero for large separation between the two

cylinders due to the behavior of the Hankel function H(2) (2kb). This un-
n-m

plies the higher order scattering coefficients could be neglected when the

cylinder spacing is large compared to the illuminating wavelength.

In the next section we will examine the mutual scattering of two

cylinders for each polarization using numerical simulation.

0. Numerical Results

2s
Shown in Fig. 7 is the mutually scattered field components E and

L

2 s calculated from eqs. (42) and (43) for aspect angle @ = 9e with n and
R

m in the summations ranging from -16 to 16. The magnitude of the depolarized

component 2E s is seen to be up to about 15dB greater than that of 2E S due to
R L

the effect of the mutual scattering between the two cylinders. The corres-

ponding range profiles reconstructed from each polarization component are
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given in Fig. 7(c). Each of these shows two primary peaks ahose separation

is related to the bistatic angle t. . In addition the profile derived from
i

the 2ELS component shows additional weaker peaks and also the higher order terms

ignored in our analysis. The value of 0 . 60 is used and those of a and b
1

are as before.

The numerically generated Fourier space slices obtained by computing
2 s 2 sE and E as a function of frequency and rotation angle S are shown in

R L -

Fig. 8. The same polar format used earlier i.e., 64 equally spaced fre-

quency points covering the range (6-17) GHz per radial line and 256 radial lines

covering an angular range of 3600, is utilized. The images obtained by

Fourier inversion of these slices are shown in Fig. 9. The reconstructed

images exhibit the effect of mutual scattering between two cylinders.

The effect consists of two symmetrical "smile patterns" with width 2(b-a).

The two peaks presented in Fig. 7 correspond to a cross-sectional view of

the "smile pattern" at e - 900. The lip separation, given by bsino ,

is determined by the bistatic angle. It becomes wider as the bistatic

angle increases as indicated in Fig. 9(c) for which the bistatic angle

0. is 80 as compared to .i . 60 in (a) and (b) of the figure. The smile

pattern will merge into a "ring pattern" as shown in Fig. 9(d) when

O = 00 i.e., the case of monostatic scattering. This suggests that the

bistatic angle spanned by transmitting and receiving antennas can, if

necessary, in certain situations be determined from the lip separation of

the cross-polarized image of a two cylinder test target.

The total scattered wavefield from two cylincers is the superposition

of directly scattered components given in eqs. (23), (24) and the mutually

scattered components given in eqs. (42), (43) for each state of polarization.

Fourier space slices, obtained from the computed total RHCP and LHCP
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components, and their reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 10. Due to

the pronounced depolarization effect contributed from the mutual scattering,
2 s

the RHCP component dominated by the E wavefield, is about up to 15dB
R

isgreater than E R. Therefore the reconstructed image consists of two

distinct image of the smile pattern bridging two adjacent faint circles

representing the projection image of the two cylinders. The slight spacing

at the corners of the "smile pattern", as compared to the narrower spacing

in the experimental results presented in the following section, is attributed

to the finite number of terms taken in the calculation of eqs. (40) and (41).

The LHCP component gives the same image as Fig. 6(a) of the directly scattered

data which is merely the projection of the two cylinders because for this case

2E is more than 20dB weaker than IE and hence this image is seen to be free
L L

of any depolarization effects. Note in the strict sense of imaging, the "smile

patterns" in Fig. 9 do not correspond to any physical detail of the two cylinders

and hence represent "ghost images" or image artefact.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Due to continuing advances in microwave instrumentation and technology,

it is now possible to develop efficient and highly accurate computer-

controlled microwave measurement system capable of collecting full vector

information of the scattered wavefield including amplitude, phase, fre-

quency and polarization [1-4]. The experimental arrangement used to ac-

quire wideband polarization-selective scattering data of test objects is

shown in Fig. 11. The test object, consisting of two metallic cylinders

27.4 cm apart, each 100 cm long and 3.8 cm in radius, is mounted on a

computer controlled positioner situated in an anechoic chamber. The
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entire measurement sequence consisting of angular positioning of the test

object in azimuth in increments of 1.48, incremental frequency stepping

over a (6-17) GHz spectral range, switching of antenna polarization,

digitization and storage of the amplitude and phase of the scattered field

measured by the coherent receiver,is carried out under computer control

which also performs the required digital signal processing. As mentioned

earlier in Section II, a single metallic cylinder is used to characterize the

system frequency response including determination of the range information

needed to correct for the range term. Further detail on this and on the re-

mval of clutter signals in anechoic chamber measurements are found in [3,4],

Results of two circular polarization measurements, shown in Fig. 12,

are obtained with the system using RHCP plane wave illumination produced by a

parabolic reflector antenna and an electronically switchable RHCP and LHCP dual-

polarization horn receiving antenna. The Fourier slice data and corres-

ponding reconstructed images for each measured polarization are shown.

Several observations can be made. First, both the RHCP and LHCP scattered

fields and their reconstructed images agree well with the analytical

results given in Fig. 10. Secondly, the RHCP component gives a dis-

tinctive image of the "smile pattern" and two faint circles. This experi-

mental result shows that the higher order scattering terms, beyond -16<n<16

used in our computations, are negligibly small when the cylinders spacing

is chosen to be greater than the radius of each c-linder and than the illuminating

wavelength. Thirdly, the depolarized image of 2Es is nearly not visible

because it is 40db lower in image intensity (corresponding to 20dB weaker

amplitude) than the EL component.
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V. DISCUSSION

In an attempt to clarify the role of polarization diversity in micro-

wave image formation, a systematic analytical and experimental study of

the directly and mutually scattered wavefields of two cylinders in an

orthogonal polarization basis was undertaken. The results show that the

analytical and experimental results obtained and reported here are in good

agreement. These results suggest that in the case of dual-cylinder objects

illuminated with a RHCP plane wave, the LHCP scattered field primarily

determined by specular reflections from the illuminated surfaces of

cylinders is free of any noticeable depolarization effects arising from

multiple scattering between the two cylinders. Two-dimensional Fourier

inversion of the LHCP Fourier slice data gives a projection image showing

the shape and location of scattering centers on the two cylinders. Thus

RHCP plane wave illumination and LHCP scattered field measurement can be

used to suppress multiple scattering effects, and therefore artefacts, in

microwave imaging of cylinders and other more complex multiple segment objects.

The RHCP measurement, on the other hand, gives the mutual scattering informa-

tion. The image information in this case is an "artefact" as it does not

correspond to any actual physical detail or optical image of the object. The

mutual scattering information carries further detail about the scatterers and

the scattering geometry. For example as shown here thie artefact image detail

can be related to the bistatic angle and the cylinder spacing.

The results presented here lead to better understanding of the role

of polarization in microwave imaging in conveying more information about

multiple simple-body scatterers e.g., cylinders considered here, and more com-

plex objects in general. The methods presented also serve to illustrate
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the power of microwave imaging techniques in the analysis and understanding

of electromagnetic scattering problems.
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MICROWAVE DIVERSITY IMANGING OF OBJECTS IN THE PRESENCE
OF SE.ER- ( LUTTER

Nabil H. Farhat and Yuhsyen Shen

University of Pennsylvania
The Moore School of Electrical Engineering

Electro-Optics and Microwave-Optics Laboratory

Philadelphia, PA 19104

ABSTRACT

Microwave diversity imaging techniques in which spectral angular (aspect

dependent) and polarization degrees of freedom are employed in image forma-

tion are shown to be effective in high resolution projection imaging of

targets in the presence of severe clutter. Principles, methodologies, and

experimental results demonstrating this capability are presented. Implica-

tions of the results for air-borne or space-borne down looking imacing

radars and imaging of internal structure of penetrable objects aro also

discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Frequently microwave imaging situations arise where the object being

imaged is situated against a strongly reflecting background that produces

severe clutter or is obstructed by clutter producing surfaces or foreground.

Examples are found in air-borne or space-borne down-looking imaging radars

and systems for the imaging of irLternal structure of penetrabie bodies. The

aim of this paper is to demonstrate the capability of a high resolution

microwave diversity imaging system in discriminating objects of interest in

the presence of such severe clutter. The approach is based on a

ts IICI,{ in which spectral, angular, and polarization diversities are

itilized to access the three-dimensional Fourier space Of a coherently

illuminated microwave scene. A brief theoretical review of the principle

is presented followed by a description of the microwave imaging configura-

tion employed in collecting realistic data of a representative situation:

that of a low flying aircraft. The antennas in the imaging configurations

studied are positioned as if they were space-borne looking downward towards

the target and the ground. Onlv one two-dimensional slice of the three-

dimensional Fourier space is obtained; hence the reconstructed image is a

projective side-view. The reconstructed images show clearly the ability to

distinguish the object image from the background clutter simulated in our

experiments by ground planes overlayed by crumbled aluminum foil. The
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polarization-enhanced microwave images obtained are comparable visually to

high contrast side-view photographs of the scene taken with flood light

illumination. Finally the effect of relative motion and how to account for

it in the measurement is discussed. The results shown demonstrate clearly

the ability to form recognizable high resolution images of complex scatterers

in the presence of severe clutter.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

It has been demonstrated that by combining angular, spectral, and polariza-

tion diversities in a coherent imaging system, projective or tomographic

images of complex shaped conducting bodies can be obtained with near optical

resolution [1]. The principles on which such a system is based are obtained

from inverse scattering theory [2,3,4], which shows that under the physical

optics and Born approximations, the scalar component associated with one

polarization of the fields scattered in the direction of the unit vector iR

and observed at a distance R from an object illuminated by a plane wave inci-

dent in the direction of the unit vector 1. is given by [5]

(, jAk e-jkR y(r)epr dr (1)= 2 R e f(

where y(r) is the o,8ect scattei'a :)uW1ct{L' which is a function of position-

al vector r referred to an arbitrarily chosen reference origin in the object.

y(r) represents the 3-D distribution of scattering centers on the target,

assumed to be non-dispersive, i.e., y is independent of frequency -, and as such

is closely related to the surface contour of the object. The vector p=k(l R1.),

is the positional vector in the Fourier space. In particular, p=2klR in the mono-

static case, i.e., when transmitter and receiver (T/R) antennas are closely posi-

tioned. k=.j/c is the wavenumber, c being the velocity of light.
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By correcting for the rai,,e-related term in front of the integral in eq.

(1), we obtain a three-dimensional Fourier transform relationship between the

corrected data and the object scattering function,

! eJ p 'r 27R ejkR

r(p) = f y(r) e d = -j -- e (p,R) (2)

This permits the retrieval of y(r) by Fourier inversion of the measured data

corrected for the range dependent factor preceding the integral in eq. (1).

Techniques for determining R with sufficient accuracy to perform the range

correction and for correcting for the frequency response of the measurement

system were described elsewhere [1]. Note that the p-space data, or f(p), can

be acquired over different values of p by varying 1N, and k. Aagu&Zt di-
R' i

veEity, or angular degrees of freedom involve changing 1R and/or 1. while

varying k involves spectral degrees of freedom and is referred to as specttai

divetstty. The object scattering function depends generally on polarization,

which allows us to exploit pclatizataic, divertsy to further enrich the

accessed volume of the Fourier space with polarization related information

about the object. Even though physical optics considerations predict no de-

polarization in monostatic scattering measurements some depolarization exists

in practice. (Depolarization effects become markedly noticeable for the bi-

static case). In the experiments described below the co-polarized and cross-

polarized components of the scattered field are measured for different status

polarization of the incident illumination and the image intensities formed from

them are added to obtain a polarization enhanced image. A more detailed dis-

cussion of the role of polarization in microwave diversity imaging will be

given elsewhere [5].

The reconstructed image quality depends on the size of the p-space

accessed by measurement. The size of p-space depends on the values of p
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realized in the measurements as imposed by the spectral and angular windows

realized by the measurement gear. In order to avoid aliasing of the retrieved

image care must be taken to choose the values of p so as to satisfy the Nyquist

criterion.

The inherently two-dimensional nature of most image display devices

leads to two types of two-dimensional presentation that are of prime interest.

One is tomogLaphic, or cross-sectional, presentation of a three-dimensional

object. Given the acquired F(p) data in three-dimensional p-space, one may

use the wetg d cjco-dCicc theotemn [6], which is the generalization of

the well-known pojection-ice theotem [7], to reconstruct and display a

specific tomogram of the three-dimensional object. The other presentation is

a ptojective image of the three-dimensional body. From the projection-slice

theorem, the projective image can be reconstructed from a central slice, or

meridional slice of p-space data. The imaging geometry to be described in the

next section accesses one such meridonal slice, hence the retrieved images

presented here are projective.

III. SIMULATION GEOMETRY AND EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 depicts the situation to be simulated, in which a space-borne

imaging platform containing a coherent broad-band T/R system is looking down-

ward toward an aircraft flying at low altitude. The imaging platform tracks

the aircraft in a spot-Uight fashion. For simplicity, we assume that the

platform moves relatively much faster than the aircraft, and that during the

period in which the platform acquires data for one aspect look of the air-

craft, the change in aircraft is negligible. In actual situations, this

assumption is not valid. Doppler shift caused by the variation of distance

between the platform and the aircraft during the data acquisition period of
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MAGING PLATFORM

~PATH OF

THE PLATFOR-\f

ACCESSED P -SPACE

4P

FOOTPRINT'S

Fig. 1. Simulated imaging geometry.

one look complicates the data acquisition as well as data processing. 'u

we simulate here is an ideal case which removes the unwanted complexity to

show what can ultimately be achieved with an imaging system that can account$ for the doppler shift and hence can access the 3-D Fourier space of target in

the presence of relative motion. Also shown in Fig. 1 is the p-space data

accessed, where LAp = 2A k = 2Awj/c, is proportional to the spectral window

Aw/2r utilized. Note that the data lie on a polar grid. It represents a

meridional slice of the three-dimensional p-space or Fourier space of the ob-

ject. Thus the retrieved images will be projective, with projection direction

perpendicular to the plane of the p-space slice.

To simulate strong ground clutter, a light caruboard plate covered with

a layer of crumbled aluminum foil is employed as a roughened ground plate or

background. Two such plates are used; one with rms height variation greater

than the mean wavelength of the spectral window employed, the other with rms
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height variations less than the mean wavelength. The clutter plate is mounted

on a styrofoam support with a 75:1 metalized scale model of the space shuttle

placed in front of the plate at a distance representing altitude as depicted

in Fig. 2. The transmitting/receiving (T/R) antennas are oriented as if they

were looking downward towards the target. A small bistatic angle a = 15.60 be-

tween the T/R antennas, is used to allow insertion of an absorbing isolating

screen to minimize coupling between them. Thus the scattering geometry is not

strictly monostatic and the effect of finite ot can be seen from p=k (1R- 1 i) =

2kcos 1 p where ip is a unit vector in the p direction bisecting ., and a is

the bistatic angle. The effective frequency is therefore the actual frequency

multiplied by cos(a/2).

102 cm

CORRUGATEDALUMINUM FOIL

40 am.r

• 76 cm
RECEIVING .. .. "

ANTENNA ----..... - £=15.6 •  
-

-. 700 cm

-- ~ ~ STYOFOAM
S- / -- SUPPORT

TRANSMITTING
ANTENNA ROTATING

DIRECTION

Fig. 2. Experimental imaging arrangement.

High resolution can be achieved through the use of wide spectral and angular

windows. In principle narrow impulsive illumination with wide spectral content

can be used to achieve good range resolution, but usually is difficult to imple-

ment with sufficient power. Dispersed pulses together with post-detection com-
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pression may provide both the power and spectral window width needed. But this

approach can be restricted by the detector bandwidth, which is typically a frac-

tion of the central frequency. The availability of computer-tunable wide

band RF sources, e.g., sweep oscillators and synthesizers, makes it feasible

to generate effectively an extremely narrow pulse using frequency synthesis.

This indirect pulse synthesis is the approach we take to achieve high resolution.

Typically a spectral window of Af = 11 GHz covering a frequency range from 6.1

to 17.5 GHz is used. The number of frequency increments used to cover this

spectral range was 128. This provides a range resolution 3R = c/2'f of better

than 1.5 cm. The angular window Ap, seen in Fig. 1, used in acquiring data in

the results presented below covered 90 degrees. The number of angular samples

or looks in each window is 128.

Data for four possible combinations of circular polarization states of

the T/R antennas are collected. These are designated in accordance to the

receiver and transmitter polarizations following the nomenclature used in 18).

For example, RL represents the data collected by a right hand circularly

polarized (RHCP) receiving antenna when the object is illuminated by a left

hand circularly polarized (LHCP) plane wave produced by a LHCP transmitting

antenna. When the T/R antennas are of opposite polarization states, we call

the measurement co-polarized, because of the phase reversal of the incident

wave upon reflection from a metalized object. On the other hand, and for the

same reason, cross-polarization applies to measurement when the T/R antennas

have identical polarization states. Polarization enhanced images are obtained

by incoherent combination of the images retrieved fcom co- and cross-polarized

Fourier space data.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Techniques for minimizing anechoic chamber clutter and for correcting the

data for the measurement system response and for the range-related term in

eq. (1) are described in details in [1]. After the correction, the p-space

data, which is obtained in polar format, are interpolated onto a Cartesian

grid to facilitate image retrieval by Fourier inversion using the fast Fourier

transform (FFT) algorithm. A four nearest neighbors interpolation [6] is used.

The real (top) and imaginary (bottom) parts are shown on the left together with

the reconstructed image on the right. The data and the image shown are of

the space shuttle alone without the clutter plate in position when the

receiver is LHCP and the transmitter is RHCP i.e., a co-polarized image, hence

the designation LR in the caption of this figure.

Fig. 3. Interpolated p-space data (left) and image (right)
of the space shuttle. Co-polarized or LR case
(R-LHCP, T-RHCP).

The p-space data and the image of the same polarizat on states when the

rougher clutter plate was placed as background behind the shuttle are shown

in Fig. 4. We note that the fringes in the p-space data are dominated now

by those produced by the clutter plate, and that only at central aspect

looks one can distinguish fringe structure due to the shuttle.
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Fig. 4. P-space data (left) and image (right) of the shuttle above the

rougher ground plate. Co-polarized or LR case. (R-LHCP, T-RHCP).

Figure 5 shows the results obtained with the same conditions of Fig. 4

except that the polarization state is now RR. It can be seen that the image

of the clutter plate is seen to be similar to the LR case, but the image of

the specularly reflecting shuttle model is somewhat different containing some

complementary information.

Fig. 5. P-space data (left) and image (right) of the shuttle above the

rougher ground plate. Cross-polarized case (R-RHCP, T-RHCP).
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The polarization enhanced image, the result of adding the image inten-

sities of Figs. 4 and 5, is shown in Fig. 6 together with a high contrast pic-

torial side view of the space shuttle on its mount shown for comparison taken

under flood-light conditions to emphasize similar outline. The similarity of

the two images is striking. Most of the features of the shuttle are present

without much degradation by the influence of the clutter plate. This is attri-

buted primarily to the wide dynamic range of the measurement system estimated

to be 68 dB, which enables the delineation of weak scattering detail in the

presence of strong scatterers, and due to the excellent range resolution (-1.5 cm)

which enables isolating the clutter image spatially.

Fig. 6. Polarization enhanced image (RR+LR) (left) and optical image

(right).

Enhanced images of the shuttle with each of the two clutter plates (of

different rms height variations) are shown in Fig. 7. The image with the

smoother clutter plate compares less favorably to that with rougher clutter

plate. The shuttle is less visible and artifact is present in the clutter

image. The weaker shuttle image is believed to be due to the less diffuse

nature of scattering from the smoother plate which tends to produce stronger
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backscatter signals than from the rougher plate. One conjecture for the

artifact is the multiple reflection between the shuttle, styrofoam support,

and the plate. Notice also the appearance of a weak "reflection" image of

the shuttle in the smoother clutter plate.

Fig. 7. Polarization enhanced images of the shuttle with different

plates. (left: rms height<mean wavelength; right: rms height

>mean wavelength.)

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated for the first time that despite the presence of the

relatively strong background clutter, images of high quality can be obtained

with a high resolution system. The microwave images are comparable visually

to their visual counterparts under mono-directional floodlight illumination.

Although for the images shown here a 90 degree angular window is utilized,

reduction of the window size down to 30 degrees continued to yield discerni-

ble, though somewhat degraded, images of the target.

Separation of the target from the clutter may be desirable. Spatial

filtering in the image plane can be employed to achieve this. Coherent sub-

traction in the p-space is another way in which the p-space data of the
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ground plate alone is subtracted from the p-space data of the shuttle plus

the ground plate. We find that this latter approach is not easy to implement

with our present set-up because of the difficulty of duplicating the exact

aspect looks at different runs of experiments. Slight change of the object as-

pect may not change the magnitude of the p-space data, but the phase can be al-

tered noticeably, which makes the coherent removal of the clutter difficult. In

actual situations, this strategy is impractical since it requires measurement

of the same clutter at exactly the same aspect looks twice; once when the target

is present, the other without. The more feasible practice as stated earlier

is separating the clutter in the image space by spatial filtering. The one-

dimensional EFT of the data at each look is the range profile of the scene

at that aspect look. With good range resolution, detail belonging to the

image of the object and that of the clutter can be separated.

As mentioned earlier, the simulated conditions in the above study are

ideal, i.e., the target motion is ignored. In actuality, the imaging platform

and the target are in relative motion. It is however the change of aspect

of the object scene during motion that provides image formation; i.e., it is

the changes of their relative orientations that contributes to image formation.

This has been the central process in the spot-light imaging scheme studied

here. The effect of relative motion is merely to introduce doppler shift in the

frequency of the received echo. Compensating for the doppler shift in the

measurement methodology described here would allow accessing the p-space of

a moving target in the manner described above. Methods for removing the

doppler shift caused by relative motion are currently under study. One pro-

mising method being studied utilizes what we call "orchestrated frequency

response measurement" in which the doppler shift of the echo relative to the
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transmitted signal is rapidly determined and the information used to set the

frequency of a synthesized source used as local oscillator for the receiver

to a value needed to compensate for doppler shift. The L.O. synthesizer in

this scheme is phase-locked to a transmitter synthesizer providing the object

illumination. Equipment for performing this study obtained under a $350K

DoD/URIP grant is presently being assembled. The result of this study will

be reported on in the near future.
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APPENDIX III

A MULTIFUNCTIONAL MICROWAVE/MILLIMETER WAVE MEASUREMENT FACILITY

FOR MULTISTATIC IMAGING AND TARGET CLASSIFICATION STUDIES

N. Farhat and Y. Shen

I. INTRODUCTION

A measurement system capable of acquiring data covering the

microwave/millimeter-wave (pw/mrnw) region of the spectrum is a valuable tool

in many areas of research. For example, in the study of inverse scattering,

the scattered fields from a test object are dependent on the wavelength c'

the illumination, therefore the availability of scattered data over a wide

bandwidth would be important in gaining insight into the scattering

phenomenon and in characterizing the object. In the areas of coherent

imaging, the wide bandwidth implies better range resolution which leads to

high resolution images that are suited for recognition by the human eye-brain

system as in microwave and millimeter wave diversity imaging where angular,

spectral, and polarization degrees of freedom are combined to cost-

effectively form images of scattering objects with near optical resolution.

It is well known thac combinations of different polarization states of

the incident field and of the antennas receiving the scattered field provide

different information about the scatterer. A total of four polarization

state combinations, corresponding to the four elements of the scattering

matrix, is therefore needed to fully characterize scattering by an ob3et,
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provided that other factors such as antenna positions remain nixi. Thu,

being able to change the oolarization states of the incident field and of the

antennas measuring the scattered field is importarnt in the study of

depolarization effects and target identification utilizing polarization

descriptors. It is also worth noting that polarization effects are more

pronounced in multistatic and bistatic measurements than monostat.ic

measurement.

Besides the bandwidth and the polarization considerations, the scattered

fields ,re also dependent or. rhe lc o -. ns sri ' d'. i " e - ti0 < , ,n 1f

transmitting and the receiving (T/R) antennas. A sys* em that allows change

in the locations and the orientations of the 717, antennas :s useful ir

aperlure synthesis and 'n histatic and m .tis s ring and imaging

studies. The system can al so,, ,s ,

different radiation zones, e... f rmc.-et r.

In summary, a system that prov' des w' ' bandwith, variable polarz 'e in

states of the incident field and the measured iel. , and relocatat'e

positions of the transmi ting and receii ng artnnas reialave to the

is a highly desirable tool for the slu v - ;w'mrnmw s e :ng, imi , an:

target representation. The affr'mentiono features are 91so referred -,  as

wavelength, oolarizal Lon, and positional or angular 'aspe - rffiated'

diversities respectively. In the following sections, a measurement system

designed to meet these desirable fea.ures Is described. The system is ar.

upgraded version of the original G9-?0, GHz system configuration !-si lnw -It

the Elpctro-Optics & Microwave-ptios Laboratory of the Moore Thhcol 7f

Electrical Engineering at the University of Pennsylvania whi :h was It I:

7n our earl ier miorowave divnrsity imaging studies. Th, ?,., d,

ire."u.- o x' -nd Coers lcna' eap.-ti li



multistatic scattering measurements employing the same operation principles

as in the original system but employing different gear.



II. ORIGINAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Shown in Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of the present system operating

from 2 to 18 GHz (S, C, X, and Ku bands in the radar 1-t er-banI

nomenclature). Two microwave sources, a sweeper oscillator (HP-8620) and a

sweep synthesizer (HP-8340A), are available; either one can bp ised 3s ',,e

illuminating source. Tlhe coherent detector is a network analyzer THP -' H

or HP-8510A) with a refiection,-transmissior tes' .in: HP i: T cr

The combinatio n cf HPB6 'C " %4 2 O -: "r. "" .,

zlum n~in s~ ., .. .. .... . ... - .: .: .. ,,.:t... . r -'.

.- 3z r ' ...... ..... ...

rfl tS. ¢r, . . .. " , . .. ,. ..
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polarization states of the RHCP/LHCP measurements are 3witched manually,

while those of the H/V polarization measurements can be switched

electronically.

The received field is amplified by low noise solid-state amplifiers, an

Avantek AWT-8035M in 2-8 GHz and an Avantek AWT-18039M in 8-18 GHz, with both

having about 50 db gain. The pre-amplifiers are switched manually. The

amplified signal is then fed to the test channel of the

reflection/transmission test set operating in transmission mode, and detected

by the network analyzer.

The test range is a rectangular anechoic chamber with dimensions 50'

long, 20' wide, and 20' high. The test object is mounted on a pedestal

located at the center of the chamber. The T/R antennas are located at one

end of the chamber, with slight angular separation between them for insertion

of electromagnetic wave absorbing materials to minimize mutual coupling. The

main beams of the T/R antennas are manually steered toward the test object

for better signal-to-noise ratio. Aside from the slight bistatic angle

between the T/R, the arrangement is essentially monostatic. The pedestal is

rotated by a stepping motor to change the aspect angles of the test object

relative to the T/R which are stationary.

III. UPGRADED SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The new system to be described next is an upgraded version of the

original system described in the preceeding sectior with several new salient

features added. Many of the components used in the original system are

incorporated into the new system. Added features of the new system include:

1. Wide bandwidth coverage ranging from 2 GHz to 60 GHz. Thus the

opcrating bandwidth is nearly tripled, covering the microwave region and a
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lower segment of the millimeter-wave region. In conventional radar letter-

band nomenclature, the system coverge is from S band up to U band. Small

frequency gaps may exist between bands due to hardware limitations.

2. Most of the switching between components of different bands are

controlled electronically. That part that cannot be switched remotely is due

to unavailable hardware. But the system may become fully automated in the

future as broadband switches become available.

3. An x,y,z,e,4 positioner that enables positioning a broadband

receiver module to nearly any coordinate location in the anechoic chamber and

enables orientirg the receiver module towards the stationary target greatly

enhances the versatility of the new system. Bistatic and multistatic

measurements for polarization and aperture synthesis studies that were

impossible or difficult earlier can be performed readily with the new system.

A sketch of the anechoic chamber depicting the positioner and showing the

scattering object located on a separate elevation over azimuth positioner to

change the target aspect relative to the receiving module and a stationary

transmitter antenna is given in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 depicts the basic blocks of the upgraded system. A central

consideration in the design of the upgraded system is the realization of a

(2-60) GHz receiver module that is translatable for carrying out bistatic and

multistatic scattering measurements. The source generates highly accurate

and stable RF signals from 2 to 60 GHz in either sweep mode or stepped

frequency CW mode. The transmitter assembly comprises a bank of power

amplifiers and the switches needed to guide the signal through an apropriate

signal path in accordance with its frequency as detailed in Fig. 4. Part of

the amplified signal is coupled out and downconverted to within 18 GHz as the
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A-Anechoic chamber
T-Transmitting a,,tenna (illuminator)

O-Test object (scatterer) mounted on its
own elevation over azimuth positioner

R-Positioner mounted receiver module

P-Positioner frame

S-Window for cable connections to external
instrumentation

Fig. 2. Sketch of anechoic chamber showing receiv'r rodu!p R ,nc , c-n

x,y,z,e,p positioner and scattering object 0 mounted on an e'evation

over azimuth positionpr in front of a stationary illuminating

antenna T.
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reference signal for the coherent detector (HP-8510A network analyzer). A

local oscillator, phase-locked to a 10 MHz or 5 MHz external reference

derived from the time base reference oscillator of the source, furnishes 26.5

GHz for the down-conversion. The major portion of the amplified signal

radiates through the transmitting antenna cluster, which consists of high

gain antennas of different bands. Further details of the transmitter

assembly are given in Fig. 5.

The scattered field is captured by the receiving antenna cluster, the

front end of the receiver assembly, shcwn schematically in Figs. 6 and 7

which consists of several antennas of different bands. The received signal

is passed through a bank of switches to effect polarization diversity

reception and a bank of low noise amplifiers to attain sufficient signal

lovel f'r downconversion. Again, a local oscillator, also phse-locked to the

'Q zmr_ z signal derived f-om the time base reference oscillator of the

source, provides the 26.5 GHz reference to downconvert the signal to below 18

GHz. The downconverted signal is then passed through a second bank of

amplifiers to increase the power level before being fed to the test channel

of the coherent detector 'HP 3510A network analyzer) via a low-loss flexible

coaxial cable.

The coherent detector is in essence the HP-0510A network analyzer with

the HP-8513 reflection/ransmission test set. The reference channel input,

derived from the transmitted signal, and the test channel input, which is the

downconverted returned signal, are again downconvertd twice, first to 20 MHz

in the HP-8513, then to 100 KHz inside the HP-8510A, before being sampled and

fed to the amplitude-phase detector portion of the HO 8510A. The network

analyzer is always phase-locked to the reference channel input.
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RECEIVING HORNS,
PREAMPS, AND
MULTIPLIERS/MIXERS
ASSEMBLY MOUNTED ON TEST OBJECT
x,y,z,8,¢ POSITIONER MOUNTED ON
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18.26.5 GHz TWTA OUT TO ANTENNA
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r-7- . SOLID STATE
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Fig. 5. Transmitter assembly ?onsisting of micrOwav$ sourc e 5 ynthpsize,
sweeper), frequency extender, power amplifier pack, and paraboi9
reflector antenna for use in the study of rncnooatij and bistati2
and polarization diversity imaging in an anechoir' chamber
env ronment.



There are two position control interfaces: one is for the receiver

module (receiver assembly with the receiving antenna cluster), and the other

for the test object aspect control. The receiver module can be moved to

almost any location in the anechoic chamber, and be oriented so that the

antenna cluster is aiming toward the test object. The test object aspect

control is realized by mounting it on an elevation over azimuth positioner.

All these units, including the source, the transmitter/receiver assemblies,

the coherent detector, and the position controls, are under the coordination

of a computer/controller shown in the block diagram of Fig. 3. The

computer/controller controls these units via the IEEE-488 bus and parallel

digital 1/0 lines. Next we'll describe each block in Fig. 3 in more detail.

IV. THE SOURCE

A simplified version of the source in shown in Fig. 3. It is comprised

of two parts: a HP-83'40A sweeper synthesizer and a Watkins-Johnson WJ-1204-42

frequency extender, (see also Figs. 4 and 5). This combination delivers

signals with greater than 0 dBm unleveled power and synthesized frequencies

over 0.1-60 0Hz range. The HP-834CA covers frequency range 10, MHz to 26.55

GHz with minimum leveled power output of about 5 dBm over the entire

frequency range. Leveled power output is somew'iat higher for lower

frequency. For the WJ-1204-42 frequency extender, 0 rdBm input power Js

sufficient. The synthesizer operates in either CW mode, stepped freqienoy

mode, or sweep mode. The synthesizer is controller by the 'EEE- 4 3 ]PE. A

highly sta3ble internal time base at 10 MHz of the synthesizer is ailsr ast? 5

the phase-locked signal for the local oscillators in the t'.rsmiler rt,,i'

-issn m hl "s
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The WJ-1204-42 frequency extender is in essence a frequency multiplier.

It passes the RF 0.1-26.5 GHz signal from the source to one of the three

output ports without much attenuation. For higher frequencies, the RF signal

is amplified, then switched to either a doubler or a tripler, with the former

providing frequencies in the 26.5-40 GHz range, and the latter in the 40-60

GHz range. The minimum unleveled output power at these ports is -3 dBm at

24.0 GHz. The selection of any of the three output ports is by digital I/O,

3 bits at TTL level.

V. TRANSMITTER ASSEMBLY

A simplified schematic of the transmitter assembly is shown in Fig. 9.

The transmitter assembly is a complex of power amplifiers and switches. It

also provides the reference signal for the coherent detector as shown earlier

in Figs. 4 and 5. The output from the WJ-1204-42 extender is fed into a bank

of 5 amplifiers through proper switching. After the amplification, the major

part of the signal is directed to the transmitting antenna cluster for

illuminating the scattering object, while a fraction of it is extracted to

provide the reference signal. The extracted signal is downconverted to below

18 GHz depending on band by a local reference at 26.5 GHz, which is generated

by a local oscillator, phase-locked to the time base of the source. The

downconverted signal is to be used as the reference for the coherent

detector.

The antenna cluster consists of a broadband parabolic reflector (2-40

GHz, 3' diameter). Other antennas covering the 40-60 0Hz band are yet to be

purchased. There are two spiral feeds for the parabolic dish, corresponding

*Unanticipated increases in the cost of several components of the system
prevented the purchase of these antennas and a 26.5 GHz phase-locked local
oscillator. We expect these items to be purchased from future grants in
order to extend operation to 60 GHz.
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to RHCP and LHCP respectively. The switching problem between the output of

the amplifier bank to the transmitting antenna cluster prevents at present

the complete automation of the system. The recent commercial introduction of

an electronically controllable switch covering the 2 to 40 GHz band by

Tektronix will alleviate this problem. Another problem is the switching of

RHCP/LHCP spiral feeds. At present this can only be done manually. A

Cassegrain reflector may allow mechanical rotation of the primary feeds if

full automation is desirable. Even though semi-automated the present (2-60)

GHz system will be of great utility.

VI. RECEIVER ASSEMBLY

The receiver assembly or module is encased in a box (see Figs. 6 and 7),

and will be attached to the ena of the retractable z-coordinate boom of the

x,y,z,e,p positioner. In addition to the translational movement, the

receiver module can be steered angularly to aim the antenna main beams

towards the test object. Shown in Fig. 10 is a simplified schematic of the

receiver assembly. The front end of the receiver assembly is a cluster of

seven horn antennas; one dual-polarizer horn for the 2-18 GHz band, one pair

of horns of opposite circular polarization for the 18-26.5 GHz band, and

another similar pair for 26.5-40 GHz, and finally a pair of standard gain

horns for 40-60 GHz where at present only linear polarization measurements

can be conducted. Immediately following the antennas are polarization

switches to conrol the polarization component of the scattered field to be

received. The received signal is then amplified to get sufficient power for

downconversion to within 18 GHz. A local oscillator, phase-locked to the

reference oscillator source time base, provides the 26.5 GHz reference signal
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for the mixers. 4fter the downconversion, the signal is passed to the second

stage amplifier bank before being relayed by a flexible cable to the coherent

detector. The receiver module is therefore translatable and angularly

steerable to enable carrying out multistatic measurements.

VII. COHERENT DETECTOR

The coherent detetor is the HP-8510A network analyzer system with the

HP-8513 reflection/transmission test set. For our purpose, the measurement

parameter is set to measure S2 1 , with reference channel input derived from

the transmitter assembly and the test channel input derived from the receiver

assembly. A simplified version of the receiver assembly given in Figs. 6 and

7 is shown in Fig. 10 in block diagram. A simplified block diagram of the

coherent detector (network ananvzt) i5 shown in Fig. 11. The test set acts

as a first stage IF converter, downconverting all input RF signals to 20 MHz,

which is also the frequency of the reference time base within the HP-8510A.

There is a restriction on all signal power at the first harmonic mixers. Too

much power will damage the harmonic mixers permanently, and too little will

cause the phase-locked loop to lose track. The acceptable power to the

mixers should not exceed -1C dBm; damage level is 16 dBm. Reference power to

the mixer less than -50 dBm will not be adequate for phase-locking of the

internal local oscillator. All the power is referred to the mixer inputs;

there is additional 28 dB loss between the reference input and the mixer.

Additional attenuation pads may have to be inserted to ensure good

measurement accuracy.

The first IFs at 20 MHz enter the HP-8510A for second stage

downconversion; this time down to 100 KHz. The second IFs are then sampled

and processed to be placed in proper format for feeding to the digital
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phase/amplitude detector of the HP-8510A. The data are read out via the

IEEE-488 GPIB, which is also the controlling bus for the HP-8510A.

For our application, the system bus connecting the HP-8510A and the

source HP-8340A must be localized in order to control the HP-8340A

independently. Due to this localization, some utilities encoded in the

operating system of the HP-8510A cannot be used. We'll address this problem

in a later section.

VIII. x,y,z,O,p POSITIONER

The positioner is designed to allow multistatic scattering

measurement. To ameliorate the formidable task of having the capability of

moving the receiver assembly and the transmitter assembly to arbitrary

locations, we opted to provide mobility for the receiver assembly alone. The

bulk of the transmitter assembly itself prohibits such mobility. The

transmitter assembly is therefore stationary but additional degrees of

freedom are achieved by varying the aspect angle of the scattering object.

This is accomplished by mounting the test object on a computer controlled

elevation over azimuth positioner. Thus the position and direction control

is achieved by the combination of moving and steering the receiver assembly,

and rotating the test object. A sketch of the x,y,z,O,1 positioner within

the anechoic chamber showing its relation to other system components was

given earlier (see Fig. 2). Two parallel rails run along the length of the

anechoic chamber (x direction), each 48' in length. Dn these parallel rails

moves the transversal rails across the width of the chamber (y direction),

18' in length. A retractable boom (z direction), to the end of which is

attached the receiver assembly, rides on the transversal rail, with fully

extended length of 18'. There are two additional stepping motors used to
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orient the elevational and the azimuthal angles (e and 0) of the receiver

assembly such that the antennas can be made to point toward the test object.

Thus we have a total of seven stepping motors to be driven independently.

The rails are chromium-plated stainless steel shaft supported

intermittently by aluminum rail supporting blocks. The rails ere mounted on

I-beams made of reinforced fiber glass, chosen to minimize radar cross-

section and minimize reflections within the chamber. The parallel rails are

attached to the wall of the anechoic chamber, with supporting blocks made of

fiber glass. The transversal rails move on the parallel rails by ball-

bearing pillow-block riding on stainless shafts. Similarly, the boom is

attached to a platform moving on the transversal rails with ball-bearing

pillow-blocks underneath. The z-coordinate collapsable boom consists of

three sections of fiber glass tubing in different sizes, each section is 6'

in length. The three telescoping sections contract within each other and

expand under stepper motor control.

To move the positioner, a reference coordinate frame and its origin must

be defined with respect to the anechoic chamber. The coordinate is chosen to

coincide with the chamber frame, and the origin to be the center of the

chamber or the center of rotation of the scattering object 0 mounted on the

elevation over azimuth positioner shown in Fig. 2. Whenever the system is

powered up, or before it is being turned off, the x,y,z,0,0 positioner must

be relocated to that origin. Therefore there must be a power-up procedure or

power-off procedure to initiate the positioner. A'ter that, the movement of

the positioner and the steering of the receiving antenna are referred to the

origin. Stepper motor pulse counting or mechanical or optical sensors would

be incorporated in the positioner to feedback a signal to monitcr the

position and orientation of the receiver module. For example, by ntring
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the receiver module at a poiit representing the center of rotation of the

scattering object mounted on the elevation over azimuth positioner an origin

for a spherical coordinate system can be defined. The position vector of the

receiver module after displacement can then be determined by computing the

relative x,y, and z displacements by counting the number of calibrated steps

of the x,y,z stepper motors executed to get to that point. The values of x,y

ar.d z determined in this fashion enable calculating the radial coordinate r =

(x 2y 2+z2)12 and the angular spherical coordinates 0' and 0' which enable

defining the orientation 8 and of the receiver module required to point it

towards the object.

IX. SOME DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Several aspects of the measurement system desigg. ri currently being

addressed. The disassociation of the source HP-8340A from the control of the

HP-8510A network analyzer is necessitated by the fact that the new system

must accommodate measurement at frequencies higher than the capabilities of

the HP-8340A/8510A. In normal applications, the HP-8510A, running under the

software provided by Hewlett-Packard Co., acts as the controller of the HP-

8340A. The HP-8510A is the only instrument to be controlled by the external

controller. In the new system, the frequency control of the HP-8340A is

relegated from the HP-8510A internal controller to the external controller.

Except for the frequency stimulus functions, the remaining utilities offered

by the HP-8510A can still be used. The same situation is encountered in the

HP and Hughes millimeter-wave network analyzer systems, since these systems

also use HP-8510 as the key building block. The operations involving the

frequency stimulus must be programmed by the user. More information may be

needed from Hewlett-Packard Co. to write such a program.
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In designing a network analyzer, efforts are made to maintain the

attenuation and phase balance of the test channel and the reference channel.

Consider our system as a network analyzer operating in transmission mode with

the transmitting section as the reference channel and the receiving section

as the test channel. It is ideal that the path length and the attenuation of

these two channels are identical. The inequality of path length nt2oduces

linear phase difference. Different attenuation causes wrong magnitude ratio

reading. Should any nonlinearity exist, e.g., phase instability or excess

plower in any channel, the measurement errors will be noticeable. We expect

prograimmable power level feature of the HP 8340A synthesized sweeper used

will enable precalibration of power levels through the system at. different.

frequencies .o alleviate or eliminate any nonlinearity errors.

Every component has a power handling capability such that, within a

:.ertain power range, the component is operating in its linear region.

Therefore, it. is essential to ensure such linear operation for each

component; not only to remove nonlinear distortion, but also to use the

component at its best performance. To satisfy this consideration,

attenuators are inserted at various stages inside the assemblies. The price

pa:d for achieving this is that some power is wasted and the lengths of

signal pat is becomes unequal. But the gain in performance sanctions such

trade-in. The phase difference caused by inequality of signal paths can be

eliminated by a calibration procedure which measures the total phase

difference of a through connection and stores it as.a calibration set, i.e.,

by measuring and the frequency response of the measurement system itself as

was done in the original measurement system. The measurements made afterward

are corrected against the calibration data set to compensate the phase
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difference. The same calibration procedure can, to a certain degree, correct

the residual nonlinearity and power level fluctuations within the system.

Although the design of the system has been for continuous frequency

coverage from (2-60) GHz, a few small frequency gaps may exist within the

overall bandwidth because of hardware limitations. The missing of these

frequericies may not have significant effects on various applications.

The second stage amplification and the frequency downconversion in the

receiver assembly are indispensable due to the considerable length of the

flexible coaxial cable connecting the receiver assembly to the coherent

detector. Flexibility is needed since the receiver assembly must be

translatable for multistatic operation. To enable multistatic measurements

by positioning the receiver module within the front half of the chamber a 35'

coaxial cable is required. A low-loss phase stable coaxial cable -nust be

used. An ideal attractive future alternative is to use a microwave optical

fiber link when the bandwidth of such links is made to approach 18 GHz.

The actual data acquisition locations produced by the x,y,z,O,

positioner are critical in multistatic measurements, especially when

frequencies in the millimeter wave range are utilized. In terms of imaging,

knowledge of the exact positions where the data are taken is essential to

guarantee good image reconstruction. Because of the considerable weight of

the transversal rails and the boom, slight bending of the rails is

inevitable. We estimate that there will be 0.6" bending in the z direction

at most. It would be better if this bending can be compensated, say by

retracting or extending the boom. It may become necessary to calibrate the

positioner for all locations in the chamber if the position deviations turn

out to be appreciably detrimental. Another aspect worth considering is the

wobbling of the boom 3s it changes positions. Adequate time must be aIlowe
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until the boom stabilizes before taking measurement. This would be taker,

into account in writing data acquisition programs.

Despite the fact that materials chosen are intended to minimize the

reflection from the positioner and the receiver assembly, the effect from

these reflections can be further minimized by two ways. The f-Irst method ,s

to cover reflecting parts of the positioner, including the rails, the boom,

and the receiver assembly box with appropriate broadband absorber materia>l

The secod method is to measure and store the chamber response for every

positioner location on in intended scanning locus, and subtract th.is restorse

from later measurements. This method may be impractical in that: firstly,

the same measurement sequence has to be done twice, one for room clut.ter,

then for test object; secondly, the accuracy, or rather the inaccuracy, of

the ecing .... motors nay prevent th- pos4itionino reofatabilly of 'nt 2ow-

s.ccessrve 7. e latter may nullify tne very inteention for

clutter cancellation. A combination of both approaches may offer the best

optimal solution.

X. DATA ACQUISITICN PROGRAMMING

This section outlines the programming for data acquisition. As we

discussed earlier, the x,y,z,e,, positioner would place :tself at the origin

of the chamber coordinate, the center of the chamber, before and after data

acquisition. This may be done by a start -up program whose sole function is

to move the positioner until it finds 'he chamber origin. This routine

should be invoked whenever the system is started and before it is turned off.

We concentrate now on the programming fir ta acquisition, assuming

that the start-up routine has been ,x--u', , in' 't0 p.sit.-er is it the

origin. .Shown in O{i7 _ i ,' or-."- :_" _ , -'al sa-tI
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acquisition session. Also shown below each block are the subroutines needed

to perform the function of that block. The principle of modularity in

programming is closely observed so that each user can tailor his own program

easily using these routines as building blocks. A description of these

subroutines is given next:

SOURCE

The source subroutine performs dialogue to accept frequency definitions,

e.g., start and stop frequencies, number of frequency parpis, power

level at each frequency, etc., from the user. From these user-specified

parameters, the routine initializes the source and the coherent

detector, and generates the switching map for each of the cross-band

switches if the frequency range involves cross-band mecsirem-r,. &1so

the desired polarization combination is selected.

FREQ

The frequency subroutine uses the parameters generated by SOURCE to

perform frequency setting of a single sweep of the specified frequency

range. It not only controls the frequency setting and timing, it is

also responsible for setting up the proper' signal path for cross-band

measurement using the switching map generated by SOURCE.

MOVE

The move subroutine controls the relative movement of the x,y,z,6,p

positioner and the orientation 8, of the r(cceiver module through the

control of different stepping motors. The ir.piuts to this routine are

the distances in x,y,z directions and the elvaticrn in izimut.hal
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()angles of the receiver module. All parameters are relative, not

related to the absolute coordinates of the chamber. Therefore, these

parameters are pre-calculated.

DATA

Th, data subroutine reads the measurement of one stepped frequency sweep

from the network analyzer and delivers the data to the auxiliary storage

devices. The data format must be conformed to the other data processing

programs.

LOCUS

The locus subroutine calculates the scanning locus of a data acquisition

session. It is highly dependent on the specific locus the user intends

to synthesize. It is difficult to write a subroutine that gives options

for all possible loci, although some regular loci may be implemented.

The key parameters to be generated in this routine are the relative

changes in positions x,y,z and angles e, given a locus definition. The

locus definition includes the starting position for scanning, the number

of positions, the locus equations, etc.

ROTATE

The rotate subroutine controls the rotation of the test object mounted

on the pedestal in order to change its aspect relative to the stationary

illuminating antenna and the mobile receiver module. This enables

complete multistatic measurement to be carried out.



The aforementioned subroutines are the basic building blocks for any

data acquisition program. We describe next the steps in a typical data

acquisition session, illustrated in Fig. 12.

The first step is the source initialization. the SOURCE subroutine is

the key routine to be called. The functions to be performed a,' this stage

are:

*Frequency sweep format definition: start and stop frequencies, sweep

mode, sampling number.

*HP-8340A initialization: power level, sweeping time, averaging

factor.

*HP-8510A initialization: measurement parameter S2 1 ', system

localization, display formats.

*Switching map calculation for setting the signal path.

*Selection of polarization states.

After system initialization, a calibration measurement is performed for

later data correction. Two subroutines are used in this procedure:

*Move the receiver assembly to the calibration location by the use of

MOVE routine. A good choice of the calibration location is the

location closest to the transmitter assembly as if in monostatic

arrangement. Also the receiver assembly would be pointing towards

the origin of the coordinate (e.g., center of rotation of object on

elevation over azimuth positioner).

*A reference target, a metallic sphere or a metallic cylinder, is

centered at the origin of the coordinates.

*A single frequency sweep of data is taken and stored in the HP-8510A

or the computer for later correction. Subroutines used are FREQ and

DATA.
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After the calibration data measurement, the user enters the locus

definition by the use of LOCUS subroutine as follows:

* Scanning locus definition: starting coordinate, locus equation, and

number of scamning positions.

* Scanling position calculation. Coordinate increments of successive

scanning locations are calculated.

* Scanning angle calculation. Angular increments needed to steer the

receiver module toward the object at successive scanning locations

are calculated.

* Define the test object orientation for each scanning location. This

step is needed only when more complex loci is desired.

After calculating all the parameters needed, now the positioner is moved

to the initial scanning location:

* Move the positioner to the starting scanning location by the use of

MOVE.

* Rotate the test object to the initial orientation by the use of

ROTATE.

The system now is ready to collect the data. The data acquisition

consists of the following steps:

* Collect one frequency sweep opf data by the uee of FREQ.

* Get the data from the system and store them by the use of DATA.

* Move to the next scanning location and orientation of the receiver

module by the use of MOVE.

* Change the object orientation as desired by the use of ROTATE.

* Repeat the same procedure.

After the end of data acquisiton, the positioner and the object are

reset to their initial location and orientations.
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Note that in Fig. 12, there is an intermediate step of clutter

measurement. This step is essentially the same as data acquisition, except

that now there is no object placed on the pedestal. The measured quantity ;S

the aspect dependent room clutter. After clutter meas,_rement, the positioner

is moved to the initial scanning location.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

The new upgraded system possessing wavelength, polarization, and

position diversity measurement capability .n th 2 r?-6}D' GHz range is

described. The equipment and components are delineated. Many aspects of the

design problems and the viable solutions to these problems are presented.

The programming considerations are addressed, with a typical data acquisition

session as an example. Most of the components are in hand and in a state of

partial assembly. The construction and assemb; ;f the x,y,z,e,z positionor

is about 60% completed. The implementation of the system is a challenging

task. However once fully operational, the system will be a unique tool in

the study of multistatic scattering, polarization effects, and radar imaging

modalities in the (2-60) GHz range. The system will also be invaluable in

the generation of high fidelity target representations and signatures in the

study and development of automated recognition schemes based on models of

neural networks.

The components of the system have been chosen with multifunctionality in

mind. For example the components ofthe frequency agile phase-locked

reference oscillator in Fig. 4 can be reconfigured as shown in Fig. 13 to

furnish a high-speed synthesized source for illuminating a target for rapid

data acquisition that is one to two order of magn.tude faster than with the

hp 9340A bised system.
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APPENDIX IV

OPTICAL ANALOGS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL NEURAL
NETWORKS AND THEIR APPLICATION IN RECOGNITION OF RADAR TARGETS

N.Ht ?arhat, S. Miyahara and K.S. Lee
University of Pennsylvania

Thp Electro-Optics and Microwave-Optics Laboratory
200 S. 33rd Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104-6390

ABSTRACT

Optical analogs of 2-D distribution of idealized neurons (2-D
neural net) based on partitioning of the resulting 4-D connectivity
matrix are discussed. These are desirable because of compatibility
with 2-D feature spaces and ability to realize denser networks. An
example of their use with sinogram classifiers derived from realis-
tic radar data of scale models of three aerospace objects taken as learn-
ing set is given. Super-resolved recognition from partial informa-
tion that can be as low as 20% of the sinogram data is demonstrated
together with a capacity for error correction and generalization.

INTRODUCTION

Neural net models and their analogs furnish a new approach to
signal processing that is collective, robust, aid fault tolerant.
Optical implementations of neural netsl 2 are attractive because of
the inherent parallelism and massive interconnection capabilities
provided by optics and because of emergent optical technologies that
promise high resolution and high speed programmable spatial light
modulators (SLMs) and arrays of optical bistability devices (optical
decision making elements) that can facilitate the implementation and
study of large networks. Optical implementation of a one-dimension-

al network of 32 neurons exhibiting robust content-addressability
and associative recall has already been demonstrated to illustrate
the above advantages.3 Extension to two-dimensional arrangements
are of interest because these are suitable for processing of 2-D
image data or image classifiers directly and offer a way for optical
implementation of large networks.4

In this paper we will discuss content addressable memory (CAM)
architectures based on partitioning of the four dimens'.onal Tijk£

memory or interconnection matrix encountered in the storage of 2-D
entities. A specific architecture and implementation based on the
use of partitioned unipolar binary (u.b.) memory matrix and the use
of adaptive thresholding in the feedback loop are described. The
use of u.b. memory masks greatly simplifies optical implementations

and facilitates the realization of larger networks -(10 3-104 neurons).
Numerical simulations showing the use of such 2-D networks in the
recognition of dilute point-like objects that arise in radar and
other similar remote sensing imaging applications are described.
Dilute objects pose a problem for CAM storage because of the small
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Hamming distance between them. Here we show that coding in the form
of a 6inoglAm c -L vt of the dilute object can remove this limita-
tion permitting recognition from partial versions of the stored
entities. The advantage of this capability in super-resolved recog-
nition of radar targets is discussed in the context of a nev type of
radar diversity imaging, studied extensively in our laboratory, that
is capable of providing sinogram information compatible with 2-D 'AM
storage and interrogation. Super-resolved automated recognition ot
scale models of three aero-space objects from partial information as
low as 20% of a learned entity is shown employing hetero-associative
storage where the outcome is a word label describing the recog-
nized object. Capacity for error correction and generalization were
also observed.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL NEURAL NETS

Storage and readout of 2-D entities in a content addressable or
associative memory is described next. Given a set of M 2-D bipolar
binary patterns or entities v in) m-l,2.. .M each of NxN elements rep-

ij
resented by a matrix of rank N, these can be stored in a manner that
is a direct extension of the 1-D case as follows: For each element of
a matrix a new NxN matrix is formed by multiplying the value of the
element by all elements of the matrix including itself taking the
self product as zero. The outcome is a new set of N2 binary bipolar
matrices each of rank N. A formal description of this operation is,

( m ) = m ) C m ) ( 1 )
T" iJ k 0 i k ik, J-Z,(1

which is a four dimensional matrix. An overall or composite synaptic
or connectivity memory matrix is formed then by adding all 4-D

_(m)
matrices T (m) i.e.,

ij kZ

T Z T (m)(2
ijk2 = ijk (2)m

This symmetric 4-D matrix has elements that vary in value between -M
to M also in steps of two as for the I-D neural net case and which
assume values of +1 and -1 (and zeros for the self product elements)
when the matrix is clipped or binarized as is usually preferable for
optical implementations. Two dimensional unipolar binary entities

b(m)are frequently of practical importance. These can be transformed
ij

in the usual way into bipolar binary matrices through vi m(2bmm) -)

which are then used to form the 4-D connectivity matrix or memory as
described. Also, as in the 1-D neural net case, the prompting entity

Cm)
can be unipolar binary bij , which would simplify further optical
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implementations in incoherent light.
Architectures for optical implementation of 2-D neural nets

must contend with the task of realizing a 4-D memory matrix. Here
a scheme is presented that is based on the partitioning of the 4-D
memory matrix into an array of 2-D matrices of rank N.

Nearest neighbor search of the memory matrix for a given entity
b(mo)
b mj is done by forming the estimate,

"(mo) . N ( .... i,j,k,Z - 1,2,.. .N (3)
k,. l b kI

followed by thresholding to obtain a new u.b. matrix which is used

to replace b mo) in eq. (3) and the procedure is repeated until the

resulting matrix converges to the stored entity closest to the ini-

tiating matrix b mo). The operation in eq. (3) can be interpreted
ij

as first partitioning of the 4-D TiJ,, matrix into an array of 2-D
submatrices of rank N: T l1 k, T12kZ, . .. ,TNk; T21ki, T2 2 W, ... ,

T2Nk; ..., TNk, TN2kt,..., TNNk as depicted schematically in Fig.

l(a) where the partition submatrices are arranged in a 2-D array.

This first step is followed by multiplication of b mo) by each of the
k2Z

partition submatrices, on an element by element basis, and summing

the products for each submatrix to obtain the first estimate (m")

The tensor multiplications and summation operations called for in
eq. (3) are carried out in Fig. l(a) by placing a spatially inte-
grating photodetector (PD) behind each submatrix of the partitioned

_(,..,
(a) bgj"rn "°" (b)

(me)"ao

OfA~ AMUTLE (TAWd~~

composam ARA OVERLY PO ARRAY)

*Wfn *?Me *... . .

Fig. 1. Optical analog of 2-D neural net. (a) Architecture based
on partitioning of connectivity matrix, (b) Opto-elec-
tronic embodiment.



memory mask which is assumed for the time being to be reaiized by
pixel transmittance modulation in an ideal transparency capable of
assuming negative transmittance values. The input entity (mo) is

bi.

assumed to be displayed on a suitable LED array. The LED display of

b(mo) is multiplied by the ideal transmittance of each of the parti-
ii
tion submatrices by imaging the display on each of these with exact
registration of pixels by means of a lenslet array as depicted in
Fig. l(b). The output of each PD, proportional to one of the com-
ponents of eq. 3, is thresholded, amplified, and fed back to drive
an associated LED. The (i,j)-th LED is paired with the (i,j)-th PD.
This completes the interconnection of the 2-D array of NxN neurons
in the above architecture where each neuron communicates its state
to all other neurons through a prescribed four dimensional synaptic
or memory matrix in which information about M 2-D binary matrices of
rank N (entities) have been stored distributively. The number of
2-D entities that can be stored in this fashion is M = N2 /8ZnN, which
follows directly from the storage capacity formula for the 1-D neural
net case by replacing N by N2 .

The added complexity associated with having to realize a bi-
polar transmittance in the partitioned Tijkg memory mask of Fig. 1

can be avoided by using unipolar transmittance. This can lead how-
ever to some degradation in performance. A systematic numerical
simulation study5 of a neural net CAM in which statistical evalua-
tion of the performance of the CAM for various types of memory masks
(multivalued, clipped ternary, clipped u.b.) and thresholding schemes
(zero threshold, adaptive threshold where energy of input vector is
used as threshold, adaptive thresholding and relaxation) was carried
out. The results indicate that a u.b. memory mask can be used with
virtually no sacrifice in CAM performance when the adaptive thresh-
olding and relaxation scheme is applied. The scheme assumes an
adaptive threshold is used that is proportional to the energy (total
light intensity) of the input entity displayed by the LED array at
any time. In the scheme of Fig. l(b) this can be realized by pro-
jecting an image of the input pattern directly onto an additional PD
element. The PD output being proportional to the total intensity of
the input display is used as a variable or adaptive threshold in a
comparator against which the outputs of the PD elements positioned
behind the partitioned components of the T ijk memory mask are com-

pared. The outcomes, now bipolar, are attenuated and each is fed
into a limiting amplifier with delayed feedback (relaxation). Each
limiter/amplifier output is used to drive the LED tnat each photo-
detector is paired with. It was found5 that this scheme yields per-
formance equivalent to that of an ideal CAM with multivalued connec-
tivity matrix and zero thresholding. Note that although the ini-
tializaing 2-D entity b(mo) is unipolar binary, the entities fed

ij
back after adaptive thresholding and limited amplification to drive
the LED array would initially be analog resulting in multivalued
iterates and intensity displays. However, after few iterations the
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outputs become binary assuming the extreme values of the limiter. The
ability to use u.b. memory matrices in the fashion described means
that simple black and white photographic transparencies or binary
SLMs can be used respectively as stationary or programmable synaptic
connectivity masks as suggested by Fig. 1.

SINOGRAM CLASSIFIERS AND HETEROASSOCIATIVE STORAGE

Sinograms are object representations encountered in tomography
6,7

They are also useful as object classifiers specially when the objects
are point-like and dilute8 . Given a set of 2-D dilute objects the
Hamming distances between their sinogram classifiers will be greater
than the Hamming distances between the objects themselves, with both
sets digitized to the same number of pixels, making it easier for an
associative memory to distinguish between the sinograms8 . Sinogram
classifiers have additional advantages that enable scale, rotation,
and shift invariant recognition of radar target which can not be
detailed here because of limited space. A sinogram is a cartesian
plot of the polar projections of object detail. For example referring
to Fig. 2(a) which represents a dilute object consisting of 16 points
on a 32x32 pixel grid, the distance that the projection of each point
makes on the y axis as measured from the origin when the object is
rotated about the origin traces a sinusoidal pattern when plotted
against rotation angle as shown in Fig. 2(b). Figure 2(c) is a

d 2W

0, p t l PL 4.0 aspet arngle2pi.6 aspect angle 2p . setml p (d)
(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Sinogram generation. (a) Sparse object, (b) Sinogram, (c)
Digitized sinogram, (d) Experimental sinogram generation in
radar by range-profile measurement.

digitized version of the sinogram of Fig. 2(b) plotted on a 32x32
pixel grid. The sinogram of a radar target is produced by measuring
the differential range or range-profile of the target employing the
arrangement of Fig. 2(d). The system basically meas-ires, with high
resolution, the differential distance (differential range or range-
profile) from the rotation center of the projections of the scatter-
ing centers of the object (here scale models of aerospace targets)
on the line-of-sight of the radar system. Cartesian plots of the
differential distance or range-profile versus azimuthal angle of
rotation 0 results in a sinogram classifier or feature space of the
target which characterizes it at any fixed elevation angle 6. The
top row of Fig. 3 shows three digitized sinogram classifiers of
scale models of three aerospace targets plotted on a 32x32 pixel



grid. These are treated as a learning set and stored hetero-associa-

rively rather than autoassociatively be replacing v in eq. (1) by

rk k,Z-l,2 ...32; m-1,2,3 where r )I represents abbreviated word

labels shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3 with which the three test
obiects are to be associated.

fdata I n data 2 n data 3
r r SPACEB52 m AWAC r

scale scale sca/

0 aspe= ct 90 0 as pe ct 90 0 ausp=ct 90
a.6le angle angle

d I dl 2 dtta 3

LABELLAELBL

Fig. 3. Hetero-associative storage. Digitized sinograms (top) and

associated word labels (bottom).

RESULTS

Representative results of numerical simulation of exercising the
heteroassociative memory matrix with complete and partial versions of

one of the stored entities in which the fraction n of correct bits or
pixels in the partial versions ranged between 1 and .1 are presented
in Fig. 4. Reliable recognition was found to occur after one iteration
for all entities stored down to n = .2. For n = .1 or less successful
recall of correct labels was found to depend on the angular location of
the partial data the memory is presented with as illustrated in the two

77 2/ 90% 7- 10, 77= 1%

data 3 data 3 data 3 data 3 data 3
n ~ ~~ ... .... n =.... ... ..... .........."....... ...... . Or r E ..... ....... _ n ..... ........

mIn. _ n • rnr nr rr Mn
d qj..W

0 aspect 90 0 aspect 90 0 aspect 90 0 aspect 9 0 0 easp(t 90

angle angle angle angle angle

Fig. 4. Example of recognition from'partial information. Complete

and partial sinograms of data set 3 used as input (top), and

final memory state-recognized label (bottom).



right-most examples in Fig. 4. Here the memory could not label the
partial input correctly but converged instead onto a label that it
did not learn before. This appears to be a generalization (mixture)
of the three entities stored earlier. This is quite analogous to the
generalization capability of the brain. Note the generalization is
contrast reversed as we know that stable states of a memory with
symmetric connectivity matrix are not only the entities stored but
also their compliments.

CONCLUSIONS

Architectures for optical implementation of 2-D neural nets
based on partitioning of the 4-D connectivity matrix are shown to be

suitable for use with 2-D object classifiers or feature spaces. An
example of their utility in super-resolved recognition (labeling) of
radar targets characterized by sinogram classifiers is presented.
The results show that neural net models and their opto-electronic
analogs furnish a new viable approach to signal processing and auto-

mated recognition that is both robust and fault tolerant.
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APPENDIX V

A NEW ITERATIVE ALGORITHM FOR EXTRAPOLATION OF
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WITH APPLICATION TO RADAR IMAGING
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L INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the resolution of microwave diversity imaging systems [1] depends

on the spectral and angular (aspect related) windows utilized and on the use of polarization

diversity to enhance the amount of information about a scattering object collected by a highly

thinned recording aperture. To obtain the range information of the target, one can use a pulsed

signal analyzed in the time domain and map thus the range profile of the target as function of

aspect angle or use a broad-band CW signal analyzed in frequency domain to yield its fre-

quency response. The range resolution is inversely proportional to the bandwidth coverage of

the measurement system. The latter approach is ordinarily easier to implement. In practical

situations, however, due to limitation of the measurement system or restriction of bandwidth

allocation, the observed data can lie in multiple restricted spectral regions which we call pass

bands. Several methods of extrapolating the measured data beyond the observed regions have

been proposed and tested [2,3,4] in an attempt to achieve the full resolution of the unrestricted

spectral range, when a prior knowledge of the maximum dimension of the object exists, and

an iterative procedure is applied.

To increase the resolution obtained from spectral data of such limited extent, techniques

of nonlinear power spectrum estimation have been used with notable success [5]. These

include autoregression (AR), linear prediction (L.P), and maximum entropy method (MEM).

For a stationary Gaussian process, the above methods can be shown to be equivalent [5].
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Although the spectra estimated by MEM or AR can be very sharp and well resolved, this

may not be to advantage in a microwave imaging system. If the data are not sampled densely

enough in the spectral domain as the sharp well resolved component may be missed, and the

results may not reflect faithfully the actual spectral amplitudes. Besides, image reconstruction

from microwave diversity imaging systems involves coherent superposition of the data in the

specta, or range profiles, of the scatterer (obtained at different looks or aspect angle), where

these are estimated from partial data available in segmented bands [1]. If the estimated ampli-

tudes of the range profiles obtained by MEM or AR depart from the desired values because of

undersampling, image degradation will result. Therefore, to overcome the dense sampling

requirement, it may be preferable to extrapolate the data available in the various pass bands

into the vacant bands before the spectra or range profile are formed, and image reconstruction

is undertaken.

If one wishes to predict the next value in a sequence on the basis of previous samples,

one can use the linear prediction model which consists of finding the parameters that minim-

ize the summarion of prediction error energies which will be defined in the later section. To

extrapolate the data beyond the observed region, an intuitive way is to predict the exterior

data by using the same parameters obtained by the linear prediction model. The most popular

approach for linear prediction parameters estimation with N data samples is the Burg algo-

rithm [5,6]. For a given number of data samples in a given observation interval, in order to

Or separate the discrete spectra (in this paper, spectrum is defined as the Fourier transform of the

observed data),the required model order in the linear prediction method increases as the

separation of spectra decreases, iLe, it is easier to model the data sequence for spectra with

larger separation than those with closer separation, which translates into well separated

scattering centers. In addition, for a given model order and givvn number of sampling points,

it is easier to distinguish the two close spectra components (scattering centers) by a data set

with longer observation interval than that by a data set with shorter observation interval. it

was also suggested that the model order should not exceed half of the number of data points
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for short data segment because otherwise the linear prediction spectral estimate will exhibit

spurious peaks [5]. From the above observations, one can conclude that it would be more

difficult to resolve two closer point targets (Fourier transform of the observed data in fre-

quency domain) with short data band. If all the observed data within multiple restricted

regions can be fully utilized, better resolution can be expected.

It is known that the linear prediction method is especially suited for those cases when the

spectra are in discrete type. Under high frequency condition, the scattered fields of a complex

target can be ascribed to a few discrete scattering centers and edge diffractions. It will be

shown that under the high frequency approximation the locations of the scattering centers and

their scattering strengths are independent of the operating frequency for a given

transmitter/receiver pair. These phenomena provide the motivation to investigate a new

method for extrapolation of scattered field data available in multiple restricted frequency

bands.

In this paper, a new iterative algorithm which uses the Burg algorithm to find the linear

prediction parameters and an iterative method to modify the prediction parameters is proposed

and tested with both simulated and realistic measured data generated in our anechoic chamber

experimental microwave imaging and measurement facilities. With this algorithm, one can

obtain acceptable extrapolation beyond the observed region if the spectra are in discrete forms

and the separation of the spectra are not too close. Both simulation and experimental results

are presented to demonstrate as an example the effectiveness of the method in microwave

diversity radar imaging.

EL THE NEW ITERATIVE ALGORITHM

The most popular approach to linear prediction parameter estimation with N data samples

{x, , xv4 ) was introduced by Burg [6]. The linear prediction parameters are obtained by

minimizing the sum of the forward and backward prediction error energies EPg,

N- I N-1I

ep ep, I + p
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subject to the constraint that the prediction parameters satisfy a recursion relationship [5],

where ep. is the forward prediction error with model order p and is given by

p
eC,,= I apk Xk, (2)

k=O

and b,, is the backward prediction error with model order p and is given by

bp,,= Ja pk x._ p k. (3)
k-0

apk are called linear prediction parameters, and asterisk denotes the complex conjugate opera-

tion.

If one is going to extrapolate from the available data beyond the observed region, a

straight forward way is to use the estimated prediction parameters apk and the measured data

by the following equations,

XN+j= iapkXN+j-k i>O; (4)
km I

Lj= apx_)+k j >0, (5)
k=1

where the ^ denotes the estimated value.

If the data av " ble are confined to multiple separate spectral regions or pass-bands of

equal width as illustrated in Fig. 1, and one tries to extrapolate from the observed data to the

vacant bands, an intuitive method is to divide the inner vacant band into two parts of equal

width and to extrapolate into the left part by using the prediction parameters obtained from

the data set of region I and extrapolate into the right part by using the model parameters

obtained from the data set of region IL

If the data sequence can be correctly expressed by the prediction parameters, then the

extrapolation error, which is defined as the absolute value of the complex difference between

the theoretical values and extrapolated values, would be very small. However, if the prediction

parameters cannot model the sequence correctly, the error of extrapolation may accumulate.
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We have found that the longer the available data string, the larger the model order, the linear

prediction model which characterizes the data sequence would be more accurate especially in

the presence of noise. However, the model order should not exceed half of the number of the

samples because the estimated spectrum will produce spurious peaks [5].

In order to ultilize the information available in different regions, a new iterative algorithm

using the Burg algorithm to estimate the prediction parameters and a new iterative method is

proposed. The procedure illustrated in Fig. 2 is as follows:

1. Divide the inner vacant band into two parts of equal width. Extrapolate into the left

part by using the prediction parameters obtained from the data set of region I and

extrapolate into the right part by using the prediction parameters obtained from the

data set of region IL If the bands are not equal in width, unequal division of the

vacant intervening bands may be appropriate.

2. With the "vacant band"s' data together with the observed data, use the Burg algo-

rithm to find a new set of prediction parameters.

3. Using this set of prediction parameters and the data of region I, extrapolate into the

left part of vacant bands, and using the same set of prediction parameters and the

data in region II, extrapolate into the right part of the vacant bands.

4. Using this set of parameters together with the extrapolated data, estimate the data in

the observation region I and TH. Calculate the error energy between the measured

data and the estimated data in the observation regions. The error energy is denoted

by El and is given by:

El =' x - i I+lxi - "ij2= eil I2+ bil 2, (6)
i i

where xi are the measured data, i, are the forward estimation of xi , 1 "i are the

backward estimation of x i , ei is the forward prediction error, and bi is the backward

prediction error.
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5. With the measured data together with the estimated "vacant band"s' data use the

Burg algorithm to find a new set of prediction parameters. From the measured data

and this new set of prediction parameters, extrapolate the "vacant band"s' data as

described in step 3.

6. Use the same procedure of step 4 to calculate the new error energy of the pass-

bands, call it E2.

7. Compare E, with E,2, if E2 is smaller than El, replace the error energy El by E2 ,

repeat step 5.

8. If E2 is greater than El, stop the iteration, and take the extrapolated data of the pre-

vious loop as the final result.

In step 1, if the width of a single band (band I and/or band II) is not large enough, the

extrapolation errors produced by the prediction parameters obtained from single pass-band

data may be very large, in that case, we can set the data in the vacant bands to zero.

The above iterative method can be easily applied to the case where only one single data

band is available to extrapolate outside it. The procedures are almost the same except that

only one data band sequence is used to extrapolate to the exterior bands and to calculate the

extrapolation errors.

IM1 SCATTERING PROPERTIES OF A METALLIC OBJECT

In this section we shall show that under the high frequency approximation the scattered

fields of a metallic object can be expressed as superposition of scattered fields of discrete

scattering centers. These phenomena allow us to apply the proposed extrapolation algorithm

to radar imaging.

For a metallic object large compared with wavelength, the scattering mechanism can be

divided into the following components (71:
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1. Specular scattering points

2. Scattering from surface discontinuity: edges, comers, tips etc.

3. Scattering from surface derivative discontinuities

4. Creeping waves

5. Traveling waves

6. Scattering from concave regions

7. Multiple scattering points

For most situations, the major contributions to the scattered waves are ascribed to the

specular scattering points and edge diffractions.

Consider a metallic object seated on a rotated pedestal and illuminated by a plane wave

as shown in Fig. 3. The distance between the rotation center 0 and the transmitter and

receiver are R, and R, respectively, and the unit vectors in the direction of transmitter and

receiver are 1, and 4, respectively. Under the physical optics and Born approximations, the

scattered fields at the receiver under far field condition can be expressed as [I]

jk) =s. U x 17o (k) e dS, (7)27tRr

P where k is the wave number, Si the illuminated region, ii ( " ) the unit normal vector at the

surface point !*', and /', (k) the incident magnetic field at the rotation center.

As k approaches infinity, the asymptotic expression of the above equation can be

obtained by applying the stationary phase method [81 to eq. (7). The result is,

21R, k.4rS (8

where ?' are the vectors such that

da" = 0, (9)

and
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d 2 d( - Ia ) 1 2 (10)

d a'

where - is the derivative with respect to the surface curvature. The points 7" correspond-

da'I

ing to the solutions of eq. (9) are called stationary points or equi-phase points or the scatter-

ing centers, the term ii ( 1"i ) x ]I (k) I/-4 = j is called the scattering strength for the paric-

ular scattering center at 7*'". It is seen that the locations of the scattering centers depend on

the directions of 4, 1, as well as the shape of the metallic surface. The scattering strength

depends on the local properties of the scattering centers. The above analysis illustrates that the

object function we would be dealing with in high frequency radar imaging are of discrete

form consisting of point scattering centers.

If the received scattered fields have been calibrated with a reference target [1], the

corrected fields r", (k) can be expressed as

= ()
J

The Fourier transform of eq. (11) will give the range profile and scattering strength of

the scattering centers.

[V. RESULTS

r In this section, the performance of the proposed new algorithm using both simulated and

realistic data will be evaluated. First, assume for simplicity an object consisting of n point

scatterers located at (ro + y I) is illuminated by a plane wave, where ro is the distance

between the transmitter/receiver and a reference point of the object and yj is the differential

range of the jth scatterer (range relative to r.). Under far field zondition and ignoring multiple

scattering, and considering for simplicity a scalarized version of eq. (11), the corrected scalar

field can be expressed as

E , (k) aj ej~kyi (12)
1
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In the following simulation, the theoretical values of E ' (k) are calculated in 200

equally spaced frequency steps covering the frequency range f = 6 GHz to f200 = 16 GHz,

with an assumed signal to noise ratio set to 40 dB. These values anticipate the realistic experi-

mental data utlized in testing the algorithm.

Assume the available (computed) data are in the following pass-band (f30 ,f8o) and

(ft20, f170 )" We want to extrapolate the data to the vacant bands (f ,/f29 ), (S, ,f129), and

(f71 ,f200). The range resolution obtained by the DFT method using the whole bandwidth

(f, f200 ) is about 1.5 cm. The resolution using a single frequency band is about 5.5cm. The

resolution using both frequency bands is about 2.0 cm, however, very high side-lobe level will

be produced. We consider a scatterer with seven point scatterers, the location and scattering

strength for each point scattme are (r 1 =- 30 cm, a, = 0.5), (r 2 =- 20 cm, a2 = 0.5),

(r3 =- 10 cm, a3 =0.5), (r4=-2 cm, a4 = 1), (r 5 = 10 cm, a s =0.25), (r 6 =20 cm,

a6 = 0.25), (r 7 - - 30 cm, a7 = 0.25). The values of the field at each sampled frequency f:

are calculated using eq. (12).

Define the extrapolation error at frequency f, as

e (f)- E 'S (I) E '3() (13)

where E 'S (fj) is the extrapolated value at each fj. The extrapolation errors for different

algorithms are compared and shown in Fig. 4(a). The bold solid curve is the amplitude of the

theoretically computed fields E ', (f, ), the thin solid curves are the extrapolation error after

100 iterations using the algorithm proposed in [3], the dashed curves are obtained by using

the Burg algorithm to find the prediction parameters from the respective pass-band, and using

this set of parameters together with data in each pass-band to extrapolate to the outside

regions (bands I and IV). The dotted line curves are obtained using this new algorithm with

one iteration and with model order 25. The algorithm propesed in [3] involves basically appli-

cation of the Gerchberg algorithm to data in the multiple restricted regions. However, no

numerical or experimental results are given in that paper. It is clear from the results obtained

L. - - ., - m,. m ~ ndimmm n•I~~I
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here that the algorithm in [31 seems not to be effective in the case considered as the errors

can exceed the amplitude of the theoretical fields. Extrapolation from single pass-band are not

good in this example, because the model order is not sufficient to model the data series in the

presence of noise. The proposed new method after one iteration is seen to produce small error.

The Fourier transform (Fr) of the all-band data (i.e, data in region I to IV), pass-band

data only, pass-band plus extrapolated data using the algorithm in [3) and pass-band plus

extrapolated data with the new proposed method are shown in Fig. 4(b) to 4(e) respectively.

Note that the FT of spectral data yields range profile of the scattering object, It is clear that

FT using pass-band data only (Fig. 4(c)) has very high side-lobe structure, the FT of the

extrapolated data using the algorithm in [3] (Fig. 4(e)) is totally different from the original of

Fig. 4(b). The result obtained by Fourier transforming the data generated by the proposed

algorithm is shown in Fig. 4(d) which exhibits excellent agreement with the all-band result of

Fig, 4(b). The magnitudes of the peaks in Figs. 4(b) and 4(d) depart from the original

assigned. values because of zero padding used in the fast Fourier transform (FFT algorithm.

This lack of fidelity in scattering strength reconstruction does not have a discernible degrading

effect on the quality of image reconstructed as will be illustrated below, but is important and

must be dealt with when quantitative analysis of scattering strengths is needed.

If the frequency coverage is increased to (f, = 6 GHz, f200 = 20 GHz) with the number

of sampling points being fixed to 200 and the pass-bands are kept at (f3O , f80 ) and (fr'!o,

A270), the computed fields and the extrapolation errors would be as shown in Fig. 5 It is seen

that the extrapolation error indicated by the dashed line becomes smaller. If the frequency

coverage is decreased to (f, = 6 GHz, f200 = 12 GHz), the resalts would be as shown in Fig.

6. It is seen that the extrapolation errors indicated by the dashed and dotted curves are now

both high. The FFT of the whole band data pass-band data only, and the extrapolated plus

pass-band data using this method are shown in Figs. 6(b) to 6(d) respectively. The results in

Figs. 5 and 6 indicate the desirability of using segmented spectral data spanning wider spec-

tral ranges.
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The performance of the algorithm using realistic data is also evaluated. The test object, a

metalized 100:1 scale model of a B-52 aircraft with 79 cm wing span and 68 cm long

fuselage was mounted on a computer-controlled elevation-over-azimuth positioner situated in

an anechoic chamber environment. 201 equal frequency steps covering the f' = 6.1 to

f2o = 17.5 GHz range were used to obtain the frequency response of the object as described

in [1]. The target is positioned for a fixed elevation angle of 300 while the azimuth angle

was altered between 0* and 900 in steps of 0.70 for a total of 128 angular looks.

The pass-band is first defined as (f3o fgo) and (f120 fl70). The measured values and the

extrapolated errors of the broad-side look which is 900 from the head-on look are shown in

Fig. 7(a). The solid line curve is the amplitude of the range-phase corrected field (see [1]).

The dashed curve represents the extrapolation error resulting from extrapolating from each

single band (bands L II) with model order 25 as described in step 1 of the proposed algo-

rithm. The dotted line curves are obtained using the new algorithm with 1 iteration and

model order 25. The extrapolation error for measurement is defined in a manner similar to the

definition of error in numerical simulation as the magnitude of the difference between the

corrected measured fields and extrapolated fields. The Fourier transform from the whole band

data, the pass-band data only, and the pass-band together with extrapolated data are shown in

Figs. 7(b), 7(c) and 7(d) respectively. Fourier transform of the corrected scattered fields will

give the range profile of the target in that view. In this figure, it is seen that the extrapolation

errors do not improve after one iteration. The reason can be explained from the plot of the

range profile shown in Fig. 7(b). In this view direction, the major contributions to the scat-

tered fields are due to fuselage and primarily those engines and fuel tank which are on the

illuminated side. Specular scattering from these points are well separated in time or distance

and their number is small. Hence the linear prediction parameters obtained from single pass-

band are sufficient to model the data sequence. The extrapolation errors are not as small as

those obtained by simulations. The reason of this is that the applicability of linear prediction

model to the extrapolation of scattered fields of a metallic object is based on the high
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frequency approximation. In the measurement data, however, polarization effects, edge

diffraction, multiple scattering and the failure to satisfy the high frequency approximation in

the lower region of the frequency band utilized in the measurement will degrade the perfor-

mance of the algorithm.

The reconstructed images of the test object using data collected in an angular windows

of 900 extending from head-on to broadside in 128 looks (see [1] for detail) and different fre-

quency bands are shown in Fig. 8. The transmitting antenna is right-hand circularly polarized

and the receiving antenna is left-hand circularly polarized, which constitutes by the convention

given in [7] a co-polarized transmitting/receiving system.L Figure 8(a) is obtained by using the

whole band data, Fig. 8(b) is obtained by using the pass-band data alone. Figures 8(c) and

8(d) are obtained by extrapolating without iteration and after one iteration respectively. The

model order used is M = 25 in both cases.

If the pass-band is defined as (fA5 , 430o), the reconstructed images obtained by using the

pass-band data alone and by extrapolation without iteration and after 1 iteration are shown in

Figs. 8(e), 8(f), and 8(g) respectively. The model order used is also M = 25.

It is seen that the image quality of Figs. 8(c) and 8(e) are as good as that of Fig. 8(a).

These results show the effectiveness of the application of the proposed algorithm to radar

imaging from segmented data bands.

V. CONCLUSION

A new method employing the Burg algorithm and an iteratve procedure to extrapolate

observed data beyond restricted regions of observation has been proposed and tested. Simula-

tion and experimental results prove the effectiveness of this proposed method. The algorithm

is especially effective when the spectra of the collected data (the object range profile in this

case) are in discrete form. Possible applications of this new method can be found in diverse

fields whenever the data is available in restricted bands. For example, in multiple band

microwave imaging system, the quality of the image obtained by extrapolating from a much
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smaller bandwidth can be as good as that obtained by data in the full bandwidth. The cost of

the imaging system can hence be reduced drastically as the cost of the required gear can be

much lower than the cost of the gear to cover the full bandwidth and restrictions on use of

frequency bands can be accommodated.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Available data in multiple regions. Passband(shaded region)

surrounded by vacant bands.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the proposed new iterative extrapolation method.

Fig. 3 Geometry of the scattering measurement system.

Fig. 4 (a) Magnitude of theoretical fields and comparison of extrapolation

errors of different methods, f = 6 GHz, f 200 = 16 GHz.

magnitude of theoretical fields.

-extrapolation error from a single passband, no iteration.

........... extrapolation errors from new iterative algorithm.

extrapolation errors from algorithm proposed in [3].

(b) FFT of the whole band data.

(c) FFT of the passband data.

(d) FFT of the passband and extrapolated data with I iteration.

(e) FFT of the passband and extrapolated data using algorithm Ioposed in [3].

Fig. 5 Magnitude of theoretical fields and comparison of extrapolation

errors with and without iteration, f, = 6 GHz, f,00 = 20 GHz.

magnitude of theoretical fields.

extrapolation error from respective passband, no iteration.

.............. extrapolation errors from new iterative algorithm.
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Fig. 6 (a) Magnitude of theoretical fields and comparison of extrapolation

errors with and without iteration, f, = 6 GHz, f200 = 12 GHz.

-magnitude of theoretical fields.

-extrapolation error from respective passband, no iteration.

............ extrapolation errors from new iterative algorithm.

(b) FFT of the whole band data.

(c) FFT of the passband data.

(d) FFT of the passband and extrapolated data with 1 iteration.

Fig. 7 (a) Magnitude of the measured fields and comparison of extrapolation

er'ors without and with I iteration

-, magnitude of theoretical fields.

extrapolation error from respective passband, no iteration.

........... extrapolation errors from new iterative algorithm.

(b) FFT of the whole band data.

(c) FFT of the passband data.

(d) FFT of the passband and extrapolated data with I iteration.
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Fig. 8 Reconstructed images of the metalized scale model B-52 aircraft using

an angular window of 90' extending from head-on to broad-side in 128

looks and different spectral coverage.

Reconstructions from:

(a) entire bandwidth (fi ,f20).

(b) passband (f3o, fso), (f20, J7O).

(c) passband (f3o, fso), (A420 ,fA70)

and extrapolation data (extrapolated data into empty bands) without iteration.

(d) passband (f 30 ,fso), (fA2o Jf170)

and extrapolation data with 1 iteratiom

(e) passband (f6 s A3o).

(f) passband (f , f30) and extrapolation data without iteration.

(g) passband (fA ,13o) and extrapolation data with I iteration.
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ITERATION ALGORITHM

m i 1. Available data in regions I & II

are used to extrapolate into regions

MIIIIV iI)IV- III & IV.

2. Use data in regions I + II + III + IV
to estimate the parameters {aj}i,

where i represents the iteration

number.

3. Use data in I and (aj}i to extrapolate
into region III. Use data in II and

{aj}i to extrapolate into region IV.

1--* 0- IV4K-tt IV-A

I Convergence Test

- a. Use data in III and tili to estimate

new data values in region I. Use IV

and {ai}i to estimate new data values

in region II.
AN1 -)tc- I-1 *V 11I -- Iev-N

E E

11 I -lil =.. II I

EI E

b. Calculate error

e = E
IH-- -- I @ III IV ) 11 - e I Ii

Energy tEst[ .<e. ? c. For the resultant data is in step 3:

If ei < el-1, i+l - i, go from step
J 3 to 2 otherwise iteration stopped.
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Abstract

Architectures for partitioning opto-electronic analogs ,f neural nets
into input/output and internal units to enable self-organz3tion and
learning where a net can form its own internal representations of the
"environment" are described.

1. INTRODUCTION: In our preceeding work on optical anal:cgs of neeural' nets,
_1],C21, the nets descriOed were programmed to do a specific computational
task, namely a nearest neighbor search by finding the stored entity that is
closest to the address in the Hamming sense. As such the net acted as a
content addressable associative memory. The programming was done by
computing first the interconnectivity matrix using an outer-product recipe
given the entities we wished the net to store and become familiar with
followed by setting the weights of synaptic interconnections or links
between neurons accordingly.

In this paper we are concerned with 3rchitectures for opic-electronic
implementation of neural nets that are able to program or organize
themselves under supervised conditions, i.e., of nets that are capable 'f
(a) computing the interconnectivity matrix for the associations they are
to learn, and (b) of changing the weights of the links between their neurons
accordingly. Such self-organizing networks have therefore the ability to
form and store their own internal representations of the entities or
associations they are presented with.

Multi-layered self-programming nets have been described recently [31-
[5j where the net is partitioned into three groups. Two are groups of
visible or external input/output units or neurons that interface with the
outside world i.e., with the net environment. The third is a group of
hidden or internal units that separates the input and output units and
participates in the process of forming internal reoresentations of the
associations the net is presented with, as for example by "clamping" or
fixing the states of the input and output neurons to the desired
associations and letting the net run through its learning algorithm to
arrive ultimately at a specific set of synaptic weights or links between the
neurons that capture the underlying structure of all the associations
presented to the net. The hidden units or neurons prevent the input and
output units from communicating with each other directly. In other words no
neuron or unit in the input group is linked directly to a neuron in the
output group and vice-versa. Any such communication must be carried out via
the hidden units. Neurons within the input group can communicate with each
other and with hidden units and the same is true far neurons in the output
group. Neurons in the hidden group can not communicate with each other.
They can only communicate with neurons in the input and ,ut put groups as
stated earlier.



Two adaptive learning procedures in such partitionled nets have
attracted considerable attention. One is stochastic invlving 3 simulated
annealing process 61,7] and the other is deterministic involving an error
back-propogation process 4]. There is general igreement however; that
because of their iterative nature, serial digital computation of the links
with these algorithms is very time consuming. A faster means for carrying
out the required computations is needed. Never-the-less the work mentioned
represents a milestone in that it opens the way for powerful collective
computations in multilayered neural nets and in that it dispels earlier
reservations [8] about the capabilities of early models of neural nets such
as the Perceptron [9] when the partitioning concept is introduced. What is
most significant and noteworthy, in our opinion, is the ability to now
define buffered input and output groups with unequal number of neurons in a
net which was not possible with earlier nets where all neurons participate
in defining the initial (input) and final (output) states of the net.

2. ANALOG IMPLEMENTATIONS: Optics and opto-electronic architectures and
techniques can play an important role in the study and implementation of
self-programming networks and in speeding-up the execution of learning
algorithms. We have done some exploratory work in this regard to see how
the neurons in an opto-electronic analog of a neural net can be partitioned
into groups with specific interconnection patterns. Here, for example, a
method for partitioning an opto-electroni2 analog of a neural net into
input, output, and Internal inits with the selective communication pattern
described earlier to enable, stochastic learning, i.e., carrying out a
simulated annealing learning algorltr in the c.)rtext )f a Boltzmann machine
formalism is described. (see Fig. '1a'). The arrangement shown in Fig. l(ka
derives from the neural network analgs e lescri:ed earlier '2]. The

LSL0

E

( 0 )C II INTERCONNEC -

ToVETY MASK

ig. 1. Partitioning concept 'a) 3n1 method f'-r rapid determination of tne
net's energy E.

network, consisting of say N neurons, is partitioned into three groups. Two
groups, V1 and V2,represent visible or exterior units that can be used as

input and output units respectively. The third group H are hidden or
internal units. The partition is such that N, N 2N 3-N where subscripts

1,2,3 on N refer to the number of neurons in the V,V 2 and H groups

respectively. The interconnectivity matrix, designated here as Wi, is

partitioned into nine submatrices, 4,B,C,D,E, and F pl s three zero matrires

shown as blackened or opague regions of the W mask. The LED array

-2-



represents tti- st t, of :ne n,:rns, ass'meI d t, : Ci r: n -, r In.:iry=
neur )n firing, LED off = neuron no-f i ring. The W.. T, 3 s r -s.snts te

strengths of interconnect ion betweten neurons ;n . manner s mi -r t, earlier
arrangements '. Light from the LEDs is srmar,-d vertiv-lLy ove the W.ii

mask with the ai of an anamorphic lens system (n,-t shown in Fig. 'a)) and
light emerging from rows of the mask is focused with the aid of another
anamorphic lens system (also not shown) onto elements of the photodetector
(PD) array. Also we assume the same scheme utilized in [2] for realizing
bipolar values of Wij in incoherent light is adopted here, namely by
separating each row of the W mask into two subrows and assigning positive

ij

values W. to one subrow and negative values W. to the other, then focusing
IJ ij

light emerging from the two subrows separately onto pairs of adjacent
photosite connected in opposition in the V1 , V2 and H segment of the

photodetector array. Submatrix A with N x N I elements, provides the

interconnection weights of ,nits or neurons within groip ', . Submatrix B

with N2 x N2 elements, provides the interconnection weights of units within

V 2 . Submatrices C (of N x N3 elements) and D (of N3 x N, elements) provide

the interconnection weights between units of V and H and submatrices E (of

N2 x N 3 elements) and F (of N 3 x N2 ) provide the interconnection weights of

-nits of V and H. Units in V and V, can not communicate with each other

,directly because locati ns of tneir interconnectivit'y weits in the W..-J

matrix or mask are blocked out (blackened lower left and top right portion
of W ). Similarly units within H do not communicate with each other

because locations of their interconnectivity weights in the W mask are

also blocked out (center blackened square of Wij ). The LED element a is

always on to provide a fixed or adaptive threshold level to all other units
by contributing to the light focused onto only negative photosites of the
photodetector (PD) arrays.

By using a computer controlled nonvolatile spatial light modulator to
implement the W mask in Fig. I(a) and including a computer/controller as

shown the scheme can be made self-programming with ability to modify the
weights of synaptic links between its neurons to form internal
representations of the associations or patterns presented to it. This is

done by fixing or clamping the states of tne V, $input) and V, 'output)

groups to each of the associations we want the net to learn and by repeated
application of the simulated annealing procedure with Boltzmann, or other,

stochastic state update rule and collection of statistics on the states of
the neurons at the end of each run when the net reaches thermodynamic

equilibrium.
For each clamping of the V and V2 units to one of the associations,

1 2
annealing is applied, starting from an arbitrary Wi, with switching states

of units in H until thermodynamic equilibrium is reached. The state vector
of the entire net, which represents a state of global nergy minimum, is

then stored by the computer. This or.ocedure is Yepeated for each



association several times recording the final ,t3te vectors every time. The

probabilities Pij of finding the i-th and j-th neurens in the same st3te are

then obtained. Next with tht output units V2 unclamped to !et them free run

like the H units the above procedure is repeated for the same number of

annealings as before and the probabilities Pij are obtained. The weights

• _p t

Wj are then incremented by AWij - n(Pij ij) where n is a constant that

controls the speed and efficacy of learning. Starting from the new Wij the

above procedure is repeated until a steady Wij is reached at which time the

learning procedure is complete. Learning by simulated annealing requires

calculating the energy E of the net [3],[5]. A simplified version of a

rapid scheme for obtaining E opto-electronically is shown in Fig. 1(b). A

slight variation of this scheme that can deal with the bipolar nature of Wij

would actually be utilized. This is not detailed here because of space

limitation.

3. REMARKS: The partitioning architecture described is extendable to

multilayered nets of more than three layers and to 2-D arrangement of

neurons. Learning algorithms in such layered nets lead to multivalued Wij.

Therefore high-speed computer controlled SLMs with graded pixel response are

called for. Methods of reducing the dynamic range of W j or for allowing

the use of W with ternary weights are however under study to enable the

use of commercially available nonvolatile SLM devices that are mostly

binary e.g., Litton's MOSLM.
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AINDIX VII

Phased Array Antenna Pattern Synthesis By

Simulated Annealing

N.H. Farhat and B. Bai

ABSTRACT: A new procedure is described for optimum phased array syn-
thesis. The synthesis is optimized by a simulated annealing process in which the
energy function is directly related to the far field intensity of a phased array.

Numerical simulation results are presented. A possible optical-digital hybrid im-

plementation that can perform the required computation at higher speed than
a pure digital implementation is discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

For the synthesis of an antenna array with uniformly spaced elements it is
well known that, if the current distribution function is not restricted, a Dolph-

Chebyshev distribution function over the antenna gives rise to an optimum pat-
tern which has the lowest sidelobe level for a specified mainbeam width [Il.
However, if for the purpose of easy practical implementation, the distribution
function is restricted to some specific set, other methods have to be investigated
and used for optimum synthesis. The simulated annealing method presented

here is, by our study, one of the choices for optimuim synthesis of phased ar-

rays with restricted distribution functions. The synthesis is optimal in the sense

that the lowest sidelobe level is achieved while the specified mainbeam width is
maintained. This method can be used for both microwave phased arrays and

optical arrays. In our study so far, we have been mainly concerned with optical
arrays, which appear to be technologically feasible with present electronic and

The authors are with the Electro-Optics and Microwave Optics Laboratory, the Moore
School of Electrical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104.
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optical technologies. Hence, the parameters assumed in the simulations below
are relevant to the optical case, but the method and conclusions apply to phased
arrays in general.

2 SIMULATIED ANNEALING MIETHOD

Metropolis et al. introduced the simulated annealing algorithm for calculat-
ing the properties of any system of interacting individual molecules [2]. The
algorithm was previously applied to combinatorial optimization problems, in-
cluding physical design of computers, and the traveling salesman problem [3].
The method can be extended for general optimization problems. For the system
to be optimized, an "energy" or "cost" function E is first established and a
dynamic variable T, the "temperature' of the system, in chosen to control the
process. Starting at a high 'temperature", the system is slowly cooled down,
until the system "freezes' and reaches the optimum state in a manner similar to
annealing of a crystal during growth to reach a near perfect structure. At each
"temperature', a change in the system is made according to a certain rule, and
then the "energy' or "cost" change of the system A E is calculated. If AE < 0,
the system alteration is retained and the process is continued. The acceptance
or rejection of the alteration or change of grain of the system when AE > 0 is
treated probabilistically. Accordingly, the Boltzman factor f (AE) = exp(- 14)
is calculated, where K is a constant whose dimension depends on the dimen-
sions of AE and T. Then a random- number R uniformly distributed in the
interval [0, 1) is chosen. If R < f (AE), the change of grain is retained; on the
other hand, if R > f (AE), the change is discarded, that is, the system before
change is used for the next step of the process. This procedure is repeated for
each "temperature' until the system is optimized by arriving at a global energy

minium.The choices of K and the initial T are crucial for the success and
speed of convergence of simulated annealing process. Because of the probabilis-
tic Boltzman selection rule of the AE > 0 case, the process can always get out of
a local minimum of the "energy' or "cost' function in which it could get trapped
and proceed to the desired global minimum. This makes simulated annealing
different from iterative improvement procedure [3]-[61.
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3 PHASED ARRAY SYNTHESIS

For a 2-dimensional phased array with (2M+ 1) x (2N+ 1) identical subapertures,

the fax field is the product of its subaperture factor and its array factor. The

array factor can be written as,

M 
'V

Q(frf,) = W..ezp[-j27r(mAf. + nBfv)] (1)
tmi-M n-N

where, A and B are the spacing between elements in an orthogonal array coor-
dinate; f. = f,= x, z and y being the transverse far field coordinates,

and R0 is the distance between point (z, y) and the array origin.
Since the subaperture factor is fixed for a given subaperture function and

it varies much more slowly than the array factor, the effect of the subaperture
factor is insignificant and hence ignored in the present synthesis. The array
factor Q(f.,I) will be studied by changing the weighting factor W.,. for all

possible m and n to achieve the optimum radiation pattern.

The "energy" or "cost" function in simulated annealing can be established in
many different ways for phased array synthesis. Since our primary work is done
for optical and infrared phased arrays and this kind of array has a relatively
large size compared to the wavelength A used (A on the order of 10-6 m ), the
beam width is very small (on the order of 10-' degrees). It is important to
achieve the lowest sidelobe level. For this purpose, one obvious way to choose
the "energy" or "cost" function for phased array synthesis would be the energy
outside a specified main lobe. When this energy function is minimized, under the
assumption that the total energy remains constant, it could be expected that
the energy would become concentrated in the main beam. Consequently, the
relative sidelobe level could be minimized. However, from simulations we have
run, it turns out that this energy constraint cannot minimize the sidelobe level,
since minimizing the energy does not necessarily cortstrain the peak sidelobe
level. In the simulation presented here, the intensity E associated with the
highest sidelobe level is used as the "energy" or "coLt" function for simulated
annealing. Of course, if necessary, a constraint about the beamwidth could be
included in the "energy" or "cost" function. When the "energy" is minimized,
the relative sidelobe level is now also minimized. The beamwidth at the final
run wll be taken as the optimum beamwidth associated with the final W,,,

--,, -3- 
.
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-
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weights. The relationship of beamwidth and sidelobe level is then optimum in
the sense of Dolph-Chebyshev, that is, the sidelobe level is the lowest for the

given beamwidth.

4 SIMULATION

Since the simulated annealing process is the same for a 2-dimensional array as
for a 1-dimensional array and considering the limited computation power of the

MICRO PDP - 11 computer available for our simulation, a 1-dimensional array

is used in our study. The 1-dimensional array is also assumed to be a continuous

one with many desired pixels. Each of the pixels acts as a subaperture. The

simulation starts with a uniform distribution (all subapertures with 1 or -I).
The far field pattern is shown in Fig.L(a) for this uniform distribution case and

has the usual -13.3(dB) sidelobe level. The distribution function is restricted

to the set of 1, -1, which means real transmittance with binary phase (phase= 0
or 7 ) modulation. Then, simulated annealing is carried out by just changing

the sign of each subaperture in turn, calculating the intensity of the highest

sidelobe and applying the algorithm for each change. At each "temperature" for
the simulated annealing algorithm, if either the number of accepted changes on

randomly selected elements exceeds of the total subaperture numbers or the
number of attempts exceeds 10 times the total subaperture numbers, the pro-
cess goes to the next lower "temperature". If the desired number of acceptances

is not achieved at three successive "temperatures", the process is considered

"frozen" and the optimum pattern is attained. The final optimum result is
given in Fig.l(b). This simulation is done for an array of 41 subapertures.
The subaperture size is assumed to be equal to the spacing A between subaper-

tures and is taken to be 61A (figure relevant for optical arrays). The element

distribution function that gives the final optimum result is shown in table 1.

This function is seen to be asymmetric. From formula (1) it is seen that two
elements with opposite index, say n = -10 and n = 10 for the 1-dimensional

case, have different phases and therefore their contributions to the far field fac-
tor are different. In general, the array factor given in formula (1) is a complex

quantity. Although it is frequently thought that the optimum array factor is

real, there seems to be no reason to exclude a complex quantity as an optimum

4



array factor. Even if the array factor is a complex quantity and asymmetric, it
can be shown that the far field (power) pattern is symmetric for arrays with real
weights. In our simulation, the weights are real (1 or -1) and the pattern in
Fig.1(b) is therefore symmetric. The distribution function in table I for the
optimum pattern shown in Fig.1(b) is for elements -18, -15, and -12 with
weights equal to -1; if we make elements +18, +15, and +12 also with weights
equal to -1, which gives a symmetric array factor, the pattern obtained will be
that shown in Flg.1(c) and is seen not to be optimum. From the simulation,
it is found that the result of the simulated annealing procedure is relatively ro-
bust for different initial distribution functions, that is, it eventually gives the
same optimum pattern for different initial distribution functions, as long as the
initial distribution function forms a pattern with a single main beam. The final
weighting function in table I was obtained from a uniform initial distribution
function (all weights= 1) and it is interesting that switching of weights happens
for only a few elements (three). The function in table I gives an optimum
pattern only for broad side direction. Like the Dolph-Chebyshev optimum func-
tion, the optimum function given by simulated annealing is different for different
steering angles, but an optimal weight distribution can be computed for each
steering angle. From the simulation result, it is seen that the optimum far field
pattern has similar features to the pattern given by the Dolph-Chebyshev dis-
tribution function. In the Dolph-Chebyshev pattern, all the sidelobes have the
same level for a specified beamwidth. A numerical example in [1] shows an 8-
element array (element separation d = 0.5A) with 25.8(dB) sidelobe level and
40.80 beamwidth. The optimum pattern given by our simulation shows nearly
equal level side lobes which are minimized for the given beamwidth.

5 DISCUSSION

Simulated annealing is a modification of the iterative improvement algorithm [4].
It is physically more meaningful and can be computed more systematically than

the iterative improvement [4]. Physically, the simulated annealing process is
analogous to the cooling of atoms in crystal growth: careful annealing produces

a defect-free crystal, rapid annealing produces a defective crystal or glass [3].
The probabilistic treatment with the probability function P(AE) = ezp(-A)
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provides a way to accept the unfavorable changes and is easy to compute. From

our simulation, it has been found that the simulated annealing algorithm seems

always to give better performance than the iterative improvement algorithm.

Since simulated annealing is a modified iterative improvement process, it

takes a relatively long time to do an optimization problem just as iterative

improvement does in a computer calculation. The phased array synthesis in

our simulation runs for one hour or so for an array of 41 elements on a MICRO

PDP-11 computer. Finding an efficient scheme to reduce the excessive amounts

of computer time on most optimum problems has always been of concern [5[71.

Otherwise, if enough computation power is available, iterative improvement can

be run from random starts for many times to approach the optimum state. Fast

opto-digital computing schemes similar to those described in [81 may also be

considered for phased array synthesis by simulated annealing. It is understood

that the far field is the Fourier transform of the array distribution function. An

optical lens can be used for computing the Fourier transform as the distribution

function is inputed to the front focal plane of the lens via, for example, an appro-

priate computer driven spatial Ught modulator (SLM). The Fourier transform

in the back focal plane can be recorded and fed to the computer/controller to

make the simulated annealing decision. The outcome is fedback to the SLM to

change the distribution function in the front focal plane. The hybrid opto-digital

scheme will do the Fourier transform instantly. In this fashion the computation

associated with the Fourier transform can be virtually eliminated assuming a

high speed SLM and computer interface are utilized. An opto-electronic Boltz-

man machine for accelerating the selection rule has also been proposed earlier

in [8). This process can be repeated for every step in simulated annealing. Also,

a Cauchy probability selection rule, instead of the Boltzman selection rule, can

be used to speed up the whole annealing process further 17].
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Fig. I. Simulated annealing result. (a) Far field pattern for the

uniform distribution; (b) Pattern obtained by simulated

annealing; (c) Pattern obtained from a symmetrized version

of the weights distribution obtained by simulated annealing.
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